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Abstract 
 
 
This paper reassesses the anytime approach to time-dependent planning by setting it within the broader 
context of contingency planning.  The significant contributions of Zilberstein and Hawes to the anytime 
approach are described in some detail.  Two practical difficulties are encountered:  first, there are 
remarkably few demonstrated applications;  and, secondly, none of the applications which have been 
demonstrated appear to be particularly dependent upon their anytime planning solutions.  Taking the 
broader view, it is observed that a number of contingency planning problems that are known to be 
challenging to humans have several key features in common with typical multi-agent system applications.  
Accordingly we can compile a list of criteria for assessing the suitability of specific, well-defined 
problems as candidates for contingency or anytime planning.  This approach establishes the Slam card 
game as a potential candidate, an assessment that is strengthened when it becomes clear that it is 
relatively straightforward to define reactive, planning and anytime agents to play this game.  A program 
has been written which plays autonomous computing agents against one another in the game of Slam.  It 
is found that the ‘anytime’ agent – which comprises a simple meta-level switch between reactive and 
planning modes of play – outperforms the other agents, regardless of how they perform in relation to one 
another.  This result is taken to confirm the earlier analysis that placed the anytime approach within the 
general domain of contingency planning. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 

Anytime algorithms give intelligent systems the capability to trade deliberation time 
for quality of results.  This capability is essential for successful operation in domains 
such as signal interpretation, real-time diagnosis and repair, and mobile robot control.  
What characterizes these domains is that it is not feasible (computationally) or 
desirable (economically) to compute the optimal answer… The study of anytime 
computation is a promising and growing field in AI and real-time systems. 

Zilberstein (1996) 
 
This early popular account of anytime algorithms appears to be understating the case:  if they are able to 
deliver robust, ‘good enough’ planning solutions in AI and real-time systems, then anytime algorithms are 
very exciting indeed.  But why haven’t we heard much more of anytime algorithms since this initial 
enthusiasm? 
 
In this paper I attempt to reach an objective assessment of the future potential of anytime algorithms by 
taking a step back and assessing their applicability in the context of the more general (and, arguably, more 
relevant) problem of contingency planning.  Apologists for anytime computation may object that this 
approach is unfair because it misapplies their method outside its intended domain;  but this response 
presupposes a negative verdict, which is not foreordained.  On the contrary, setting anytime algorithms in 
the broader context is a good way to find potential new applications, the lack of which appears (at first 
sight) to be the main reason why ‘anytime’ has yet to become the latest technical buzzword. 
 
This paper is structured as follows.  Section 2 is a critical review of the anytime approach in the context 
of everyday (human) contingency planning.  This discussion focusses increasingly on the search for a 
challenging and relevant application for this class of planning methods.  Eventually the Slam card game is 
identified as a candidate application, and this is analysed in depth in Section 3.  A positive appraisal leads 
to the development of a Slam computer program, Section 4, and a number of simulations undertaken 
using this program, Section 5.  Section 6 considers the implications of these simulation results for 
anytime algorithms. 
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2. The planning problem 
 
 
The problem of planning is not to devise some scheme to handle a given task;  that’s the easy part.  The 
everyday, commonplace, real-world problem of planning is to know what to do when a carefully-devised 
forward plan has been utterly invalidated by unexpectedly altered circumstances.  Commonly this is 
known as the problem of ‘contingency planning’.  This is a key capability for which humans are 
renowned for their skill and computers are notorious for their incompetence.  It is this particular gulf in 
capability between humans and machines that frames the theoretical research question, and its practical 
offspring, that are addressed in this paper:  Can computers do contingency planning?  If so, can this be 
demonstrated in a relevant application? 
 
So, can computers do contingency planning?  More precisely, can autonomous agents be coded in such a 
manner that they always have a back-up or contingency ‘Plan B’, just-in-case their primary ‘Plan A’ fails 
unexpectedly?  Contingency planning is, of course, a key management skill in all areas where 
management itself can make a difference:  areas as diverse as finance, logistics, manufacturing, civil 
engineering, and even software development.  Whilst the significance of contingency planning is not in 
doubt, in all of these areas its character has changed considerably over time, often as a reflection of the 
evolving political and economic environment.  In recent decades we have seen competing philosophies of 
fail-safe planning, just-in-time planning, and integrated lifecycle planning, amongst others.  To take one 
example, in the field of software development there has been an evolution from the ‘waterfall’ design 
methodology inherited from engineering to a more suitable ‘iterative’ approach1, and this evolution in 
methodology clearly has implications for the handling of risk, or, in other words, for contingency 
planning.  Indeed, expressed as ‘risk handling’, it is often difficult to separate contingency planning from 
the broader goal of management generally, which is to deliver products or services to time, cost and 
specification with ever-increasing efficiency.  Nevertheless, it is possible to identify the following main 
tenets of contingency planning2 that are of relevance to our theoretical research question: 
 

• It is always necessary to have a contingency plan, known here as ‘Plan B’. 
• Plan B has a dual role:  (i) An alternative to Plan A;  (ii) A secure fallback position. 
• As an alternative to Plan A, Plan B must be sufficiently forward-looking that it holds out some 

prospect of success (in terms of approaching a predefined goal).  This implies that, just as Plan A 
is repeatedly tested and refined through action and perception, so too is it necessary to keep Plan B 
up-to-date by some means of regular oversight and review. 

• As a secure fallback position, Plan B must be ‘robust’, in the sense that it should not be as 
dependent upon a changing environment as a failed Plan A has been.  One way to acquire this 
robustness is to have an iterative approach and to make Plan B the same as Plan A from an earlier 
iteration, although even this cannot guarantee a secure and fail-safe Plan B in the face of major 
environmental change. 

• There is no universally-applicable magic formula for contingency planning.  That is, our Plan B is 
‘heuristic’3. 

 
The automation of planning has long been recognised as an important facet of artificial intelligence (AI).  
Within this field, the nearest equivalents to contingency planning are the anytime algorithms proposed by 
Dean and Boddy (1988).  The defining feature of these planning algorithms is that they can be interrupted 

 
1 The waterfall methodology formalises the classic engineering design cycle as follows: (i) Plan;  (ii) Design;  
(iii) Create;  (iv) Test;  (v) Commission.  In iterative design these five stages are combined in a single practical 
exercise resulting in a demonstration ‘skeleton’ implementation having the main design features only.  Subsequent 
iterative stages then add the ‘flesh’ to this working prototype.  The advantage of this approach is that at every stage 
there is a deliverable product that is operational to some level of functionality.  A variant of iterative design is 
‘extreme programming’ which involves programmers working in pairs and taking turns to code up each incremental 
development (typically, with the partner standing by and contributing advice and encouragement). 
2 These ‘tenets’ have been composed to suit the current context, but their equivalent may be found throughout the 
popular management literature. 
3 ‘Heuristic’ has a number of meanings.  Here it is taken to mean an algorithmic process that is suited to the 
application. 



at any point during computation to return a result whose utility is a function of computation time.  In 
addition, it is supposed that these algorithms can be suspended and resumed with negligible overhead, 
making them suitable for pre-emptive scheduling applications.  Specifically, the authors envisage using 
anytime planning for the automatic recognition and rerouting of objects on a moving conveyor belt, and 
in Boddy and Dean (1989) they also consider path planning for a mobile robot.  The latter application is 
also taken up by Zilberstein in his (1993) PhD thesis, with the main points conveniently summarised in 
Zilberstein and Russell (1993).  Zilberstein argues that “control of deliberation time is a key aspect that is 
missing in most AI systems and that limit their applicability,” and, quoting Dean and Wellman (1991), 
“there is currently no general theory of combining anytime algorithms.”  Zilberstein addresses this 
‘composability’ problem by adopting a modular program structure that enables him to include in the 
planning calculation an estimate of the costs and benefits of the decision-making process itself.  Calling 
this approach ‘metareasoning’, Zilberstein considers it to be of critical importance for the “intelligent 
control of deliberation”.  Given the strength of this claim, it is instructive to take a closer look at the 
underlying approach. 
 
In Zilberstein (1993), control of deliberation time is included in an agent planning algorithm by means of 
a ‘conditional performance profile’.  This approach is best illustrated by means of the author’s example of 
robot navigation, where the goal is to optimise the task of traversing a terrain strewn with obstacles, see 
Figure 2.1. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.1.  The robot navigation problem.  The autonomous agent must optimise its 
route across the domain, from the bottom left corner to the top right corner, subject to 
limited information about the domain and limited time to complete the task.  Copied 
from Zilberstein (1993). 

 
In this implementation the agent is granted a vision capability that gives it an approximate birds-eye view 
of the domain.  On this basis the agent is able to discern gaps between obstacles and thereby plan its 
optimal route.  However, the ‘quality’ of this solution1 clearly depends upon the accuracy of its spatial 
map, which in turn depends upon the accuracy of its vision, which (we suppose) is dependent both on a 
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1 In this context, the ‘quality’ of a solution is a quantitative measure of its closeness to the shortest path through the 
domain. 



‘spatial resolution’ setting and on a ‘sensor noise’ setting.  Higher spatial resolution improves the quality 
of the result but takes longer to compute, while higher sensor noise increases the random scatter of the 
results.  These features may be seen in Figure 2.2, which shows the time-dependence of the quality of the 
solution.  This graph constitutes the ‘conditional performance profile’ that enables the planner to take 
deliberation time into account. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.2.  Anytime planner conditional performance profile for the robot navigation 
problem.  Each curve corresponds to a defined vision capability and shows the 
expected plan quality as a function of time.  Copied from Zilberstein (1993). 

 
By relating the quality of the solution to the computation time, the conditional performance profile gives a 
continuous (i.e., non-discrete) measure of planning performance.  In Zilberstein’s algorithm this profile is 
included in a modular ‘anytime library’ which is accessible at every stage in the planning cycle, see 
Figure 2.3. 
 
In subsequent work Zilberstein has contributed to the design of specific heuristic anytime algorithms, in 
particular, ‘Anytime A*’ proposed by Hansen et al (1997) which is based on the A* search scheme of 
Nilsson (1980).  Current work in this area is led by Ferguson and co-workers who have produced further 
anytime algorithms for the robot navigation problem, principally ‘Anytime Dynamic A*’ by Likhachev 
et al (2005) and ‘Anytime Dynamic RRTs’ by Ferguson and Stenz (2007).  Zilberstein, meanwhile, has 
moved away from discussing the details of anytime algorithms and instead he has focussed on the broader 
architectural aspects, in particular, ‘metareasoning’, see Figure 2.4.  As I discuss in Kingdon (2009), this 
design appears to correspond to others resulting from very different premises.  Figure 2.5, for example, 
shows the Shanahan (2006) cognitive architecture which is inspired by the simulation hypothesis of 
Hesslow (2002).  Clearly in both of these diagrams there is an additional upper or inner loop which can 
undertake ‘internal’ processing independent of the immediate promptings of perceptions and planning of 
actions.  However, the convergence of these high-level designs also illustrates Zilberstein’s shift of 
attention away from the details of the anytime planning problem, and, in this regard, his more recent 
contributions have been disappointing.  Indeed, the fact that the range of applicability of Zilberstein’s 
approach to anytime planning has not extended beyond the robot navigation problem is a warning sign 
that perhaps this formulation is too restrictive.  Certainly, one application in 16 years is a poor return for a 
research programme that started out with the idealistic aim to address “a key aspect that is missing in 
most AI systems”. 
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Figure 2.3.  Anytime planner data flow diagram.  Copied from Zilberstein (1993). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.4.  The view of metareasoning as monitoring and controlling object-level 
reasoning.  Copied from Zilberstein (2008). 
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Figure 2.5.  A top-level schematic of a cognitive architecture inspired by the 
simulation hypothesis.  Copied from Shanahan (2006). 

 
One reason why Zilberstein’s research programme has not met its advertised expectations is that it 
appears to be an instance of ‘solutioneering’, which is an approach to scientific enquiry that has always 
attracted forthright criticism1.  However, by appearing to take a more conventional approach, Hawes 
(2001, 2003) makes a stronger case for the general applicability of anytime planning.  In his (2003) PhD 
thesis Hawes states that his aim is “to design an agent that can demonstrate intelligent behaviour in a 
complex, dynamic, real-time computer game world.”  In pursuing this objective Hawes sets out anytime 
algorithms for ‘Blocks World’, ‘Shopping World’ and ‘Capture the Flag’ applications, the last of these 
being a multi-agent system.  Arguably this success is achieved at the cost of diluting the definition of an 
anytime algorithm.  Thus whilst Dean and Boddy (1988) talk of anytime solutions that “improve in some 
well-behaved manner as a function of time”, and Zilberstein and Russell (1993) see anytime algorithms as 
those “whose quality of results improves gradually as computation time increases”, Hawes (2003) makes 
no corresponding commitment to monotonicity in the anytime solution:  “In the broadest terms, an 
anytime algorithm is an algorithm that can be interrupted at any time during its execution and will always 
return a valid solution to the problem it is solving” (with no implication here that a ‘valid’ solution must 
be monotonic).  It turns out that in all of his applications Hawes’ solutions are monotonic, but this is a 
result of the operation of a ‘plan interpreter’ module which is independent of the underlying anytime 
planner.  Indeed, it appears to be the case that Hawes needs a ‘plan interpreter’ just as much as Zilberstein 
needs a ‘metareasoning’ module.  Furthermore, in noting that “each algorithm usually processes problems 
with reference to a class of solutions”, Hawes is effectively retracing Zilberstein’s analysis that led to the 
definition of an ‘anytime library’.  Again, it is instructive to follow the evolution of these concepts, but on 
this occasion using Hawes’ research programme as a vehicle. 
 
As we have seen, Zilberstein’s emphasis on the “intelligent control of deliberation” naturally leads to the 
development of an ‘anytime library’ comprising ‘conditional performance profiles’.  Hawes changes the 
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1 ‘Solutioneering’, or ‘having a solution in search of a problem’, is the attempt to find a particular application for a 
favoured theory or general technique.  This has been deprecated as a valid approach ever since Francis Bacon 
defined (what has come to be known as) ‘scientific method’, as the process of enquiry from particular instances to 
general principles, and not the other way round.  In Novum Organum (1620) Bacon wrote:  “There are and can be 
only two ways of searching into and discovering truth.  The one flies from the senses and particulars to the most 
general axioms, and from these principles, the truth of which it takes for settled and immovable, proceeds to 
judgment and to the discovery of middle axioms.  And this way is now in fashion.  The other derives axioms from 
the senses and particulars, rising by a gradual and unbroken ascent, so that it arrives at the most general axioms last 
of all.  This is the true way, but as yet untried.”  Novum Organum is devoted to establishing the latter approach as 
the better of the two. 



point of emphasis, referring instead to the ‘interruptible’ feature of the anytime algorithm, but the 
resulting design is much the same.  As with Zilberstein’s profiles, Hawes’ A-UMCP algorithm (which is 
an anytime version of the UMCP Universal Method Composition Planner) establishes a hierarchy of 
levels of abstraction at which the quality of the solution may be estimated.  Then, if the execution of the 
current plan is interrupted for any reason, the planner can always revert to another plan (albeit at a coarser 
level of abstraction) drawn from its databank. 
 
The greater part of Hawes’ (2003) analysis is concerned with embedding the A-UMCP algorithm in a 
suitable agent architecture.  To this end, he commences by summarising previous work undertaken at the 
University of Birmingham that has resulted in the CogAff and Guardian agent architectures, see Figures 
2.6 and 2.7 respectively.  Even without going into the detailed workings of these architectures, it is 
evident from these top-level diagrams that they include features already adopted by Zilberstein, e.g., 
‘meta-management’ in CogAff and ‘agenda manager’ in Guardian.  On the basis of these architectures, 
Hawes builds up his A-UMCP design in a sequence of iterations, reproduced here as Figure 2.8(a)-(d). 
 

 
 

Figure 2.6.  The CogAff architecture schema.  Copied from Hawes (2003). 
 

 
 

Figure 2.7.  The Guardian agent architecture.  Copied from Hawes (2003). 
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Figure 2.8(a).  Basic agent architecture comprising {Sensing, Planner, Primitive 
Executor, Goal Generator, Belief Manager, Reactions}.  Copied from Hawes (2003). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8(b).  Iteration 2:  Basic agent architecture plus {Interrupt Manager}.  
Copied from Hawes (2003). 
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Figure 2.8(c).  Iteration 3:  Basic agent architecture plus {Interrupt Manager} now 
linked to the Planner.  Copied from Hawes (2003). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8(d).  Iteration 4:  Basic agent architecture plus {Interrupt Manager, 
Plan Interpreter}.  Copied from Hawes (2003). 
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With the last of these iterations (Figure 2.8(d)) Hawes has successfully implemented A-UMCP in his 
agent architecture, and, by applying this design to the Capture the Flag competitive multi-agent game, he 
is able to demonstrate the successful operation of anytime planning in a relatively sophisticated 
environment. 
 
In his more recent work Hawes (or, more accurately, the Birmingham research group that includes 
Hawes) has, like Zilberstein, chosen to focus on the broader design aspects of the planning problem.  
Again this work has employed iterative development to good effect:  see Figure 2.9(a)-(c), copied from 
Sloman and Logan (1999), which shows the increasing sophistication of the SIM_AGENT toolkit.  This 
work has culminated in the development of the CoSy Architecture Schema (CAS), see Figure 2.10, 
copied from Hawes et al (2008).  Note both the ‘meta-management’ and the ‘working memory’ features 
of these designs. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.9(a).  SIM_AGENT reactive layer.  Copied from Sloman and Logan (1999). 
 

 
 

Figure 2.9(b).  SIM_AGENT reactive and deliberative layers.  Copied from Sloman 
and Logan (1999). 
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Figure 2.9(c).  SIM_AGENT reactive, deliberative and reflective layers.  Copied from 
Sloman and Logan (1999). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.10.  Two views of the CoSy Architecture Schema.  Copied from Hawes et al (2008). 
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It is clear from these diagrams that, although they have approached their independent researches from 
quite different directions, Zilberstein and Hawes have converged on algorithmic and architectural 
solutions that have identical features.  In summary, these features are as follows: 
 

• The anytime algorithm must be able to pre-calculate a cost-benefit matrix relating the quality of a 
solution to the quantity of computational resources required to deliver it. 

• The agent architecture must include two new components, a memory module and an additional 
(or ‘meta-’) level of control, in order to store and implement the pre-calculated cost-benefit 
matrix. 

 
It has been noted earlier that an additional processing loop is present already in high-level cognitive 
architectures:  see Figure 2.5, which may be compared with Zilberstein’s Figure 2.4.  It is worth adding 
that the anytime requirement of a general-purpose memory module has also been pre-empted in the 
literature:  see Figure 2.11, copied from the same reference as Figure 2.5.  This convergence of 
requirements is unlikely to be a coincidence.  On the contrary, it lends support to the assertion that 
anytime planning addresses “an important aspect of intelligence” (Zilberstein 1993). 
 

 
 

Figure 2.11.  The global workspace architecture.  Copied from Shanahan (2006). 
 
Regardless of the suitability and self-consistency of these algorithmic and architectural solutions in the 
context of anytime planning, it is sobering to reflect that none of them relate in any obvious way to the 
‘tenets of contingency planning’ that were set out earlier.  Furthermore, none of the demonstrated 
applications (even Capture the Flag) test the anytime approach to the limits of its (assumed) contingency 
planning capability.  Specifically, we have yet to see any application that demonstrates the dual role of 
providing an alternative plan and a fallback plan.  The problem, it seems, is that none of the demonstrated 
applications call out (in any obvious way) for a contingency or anytime planning solution.  Thus even in 
Hawes’ development of various games applications there is an element of ‘solutioneering’.  We might do 
better if, instead of scanning the horizon with an anytime pair of spectacles (so to speak), we focus on 
applications that are known to challenge the best of human contingency planners.  Typically, such 
applications are time-dependent, with a variable tempo;  they have multiple sub-goals, which may be 
related within a complex hierarchy;  and they feature dynamic resource allocation in a rapidly-changing 
environment.  All of these are features of computing architectures that implement the interaction of 
several autonomous agents and are known as multi-agent systems (MAS).  The following brief review of 
MAS architectures is based on Toni (2008), who in turn has used Russell and Norvig (1995) and 
Wooldridge (2002) as her main references. 
 
Figure 2.12 depicts the simplest MAS design.  The (hardware or software) agent is situated in an 
environment that it perceives (via sensors) and acts upon (via effectors).  The agent is ‘reactive’ in the 
sense that it responds in a timely fashion to incoming sense data.  When it comes to the design of the 
agent control software, perception and action are conventionally treated as modular subsystems, see 
Figure 2.13.  Adding further internal modules allows the definition of an internal memory state 
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(Figure 2.14), beliefs, desires and intentions (Figure 2.15), and communication between teleo-reactive 
agents (Figure 2.16).  Finally, Figure 2.17 illustrates the KGP (Knowledge, Goals, Plan) model which 
implements complex agent behaviour using a ‘cycle theory’ temporal scheduler. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.12.  A simple autonomous reactive agent.  Based on a diagram by Toni (2008). 
 

 
 

Figure 2.13.  The software implementation of a simple autonomous reactive agent.  
Based on a diagram by Toni (2008). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.14.  Autonomous agent with additional internal memory state.  Based on a 
diagram by Toni (2008). 

 

 
 

Figure 1.15.  Autonomous agent with beliefs, desires and intentions. 
Key:  bel = beliefs;  des = desires;  int = intentions;  pln = plans;  evt = events; 
gen = generate new intentions;  rec = reconsider.  Based on a diagram by Toni (2008). 
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Figure 2.16.  A teleo-reactive autonomous agent.  Key:  mss = message handler;  
mem = rule-updatable memory;  per = percept memory;  trp = teleo-reactive 
procedures.  Based on a diagram by Toni (2008). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.17.  The KGP model.  ‘KB’ is the knowledge base of the agent. 
Adapted from a diagram in Kakas et al (2004). 

 
A quick scan of Figures 2.12-17 exposes a curious omission:  none of these high-level architectures 
include a meta-level internal processing loop equivalent to Zilberstein’s metareasoning module or Hawes’ 
plan interpreter.  Their nearest equivalents in the previous designs are A-UMCP prior to the additional 
link between Interrupt Manager and Planner (Figure 2.8(a)-(b)), and the basic SIM_AGENT reactive 
layer (Figure 2.9(a)).  So perhaps anytime reasoning does have something to offer, after all.  Other than 
this (somewhat negative) observation, we are not much further forward;  so let us go back.  MAS 
architectures are of interest because they are time-dependent, they have multiple sub-goals, and they 
feature dynamic resource allocation.  Is there a specific application that is known to challenge the best of 
human contingency planners, that might be suitable for a MAS application?  Not robot navigation, Blocks 
World, Shopping World or Capture the Flag, none of which (it seems) require a fallback plan.  Not war 
games or financial markets, which have far too many independent variables, making them unsuitable as 
test environments for novel planning algorithms.  Not any number of computer games that reward 
dexterity, quick thinking, background knowledge or prior experience, but not the ability to mitigate risk 
under all conditions.  Not Sudoku, Patience or other one-person games, which are not multi-agent 
systems.  Not the Travelling Salesman Problem, likewise.  Not Backgammon, Mastermind, Scrabble, 
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Monopoly, Diplomacy or Risk, which are not time-dependent.  Not Chess, Go, Draughts, Bridge or 
Poker, which are time-dependent only under particular tournament conditions, which is a contrivance.  
Not Snap or Racing Demon, which rely on speed alone.  But there is a card game, called Slam, which 
fulfils most or all of the specified criteria.  This game is discussed in the following section. 
 
To summarise: 
 

• Contingency planning, defined as the dual role of providing an alternative plan and a fallback 
plan, is seen as a key capability gap between humans and machines.  This paper addresses the 
questions:  Can computers do contingency planning?  If so, can this be demonstrated in a relevant 
application? 

• In AI the nearest equivalents to contingency planning are anytime algorithms, which can be 
interrupted at any point during computation to return a result whose utility is a function of 
computation time.  Anytime algorithms have been created for a limited number of applications, 
but none of these convincingly demonstrate an ability or even a requirement to undertake 
contingency planning, as defined above. 

• Independent reviews by Zilberstein and Hawes come to similar conclusions regarding the 
requirements for implementing anytime planning in an agent architecture, specifically, the 
addition of a memory module and a meta-level internal processing loop.  This convergence may 
be significant because it rediscovers features that are already present in high-level cognitive 
architectures whilst absent from typical MAS architectures.  On the other hand, in the absence of a 
convincing application of anytime planning that clearly illustrates the practical enhancements it 
brings to agent behaviour, it is difficult to defend much of this discussion of agent architecture 
from criticisms that it too long, too abstract, and too speculative. 

• Strangely it is not easy to identify a model system that satisfies all of the criteria for a suitable 
environment in which to test and demonstrate a contingency planning algorithm.  One card game, 
known as Slam, may be suitable, and this is examined in the following section. 

 



3. The Slam card game 
 
 
The following text is from website http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2008/nov/17/1, accessed on 
3 March 2009.  The text has been adapted to the current context.  Figure 3.1 is based on a diagram 
appearing on website http://www.pagat.com/patience/spit.html, also accessed on 3 March 2009. 
 
Slam, also known as Spit, Split or Speed, is a card game for two players using a standard 52-card deck.  
The aim of the game is to get rid of all your cards and slam on the slam pile. 
 
Arranging the cards.  Halve the deck and set up the grid.  To do this, turn one card face up, then place 
four face-down cards to the right of it, not touching each other.  Next, turn the second card along face up 
and put a card face down on the next three.  Continue until the final card on the right has a face-up card 
with four face-down cards beneath it.  Each of you will have a stockpile of 11 cards to go in between the 
two grids, with both players placing their stockpile on the right.  At this point, if there are any same-rank 
face-up cards in your grid, you can double or treble them up on one pile and turn over the face-down card 
or cards beneath.  This ‘doubling-up’ rule stands for the whole game.  To play, each of you must turn over 
your top stockpile card at the same time.  This should leave four piles in the middle, two stockpiles and 
two face-up piles, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1.  The initial arrangement of cards for the Slam card game. 
 
How to play.  Players must put cards one higher or one lower in rank than the cards on either face-up 
pile, as quickly as possible (Ace is high and low).  When a card is shifted from your grid to either face-up 
pile, the face-down card below it in your grid is turned over immediately (and doubled up if it is the same 
value as another).  You keep going like this until no cards can be played from either player’s grid.  Then 
you each turn over the next card in your stockpile.  When you have five cards or less in your grid, you can 
pick the cards up to throw your opponent off the scent.  If they’re an expert, they should have memorised 
the cards in your hand so they can reach the slam pile before you. 
 
The slam.  When you put your last card down in the middle, you have to slam your hand down (while 
shouting ‘Slam’) on the smallest pile of face-up cards.  The twist here is that your opponent can slam on 
the smallest pile too, even if they have cards in their hand.  You then gather up all the cards in your 
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stockpile and face-up pile (the ‘slammer’ of the first round should have less cards now) and deal again, 
waiting until you’re both ready to get going before you turn over the top stockpile card.  Keep playing the 
same way until one player doesn’t have enough cards to form a stockpile.  When this happens only the 
player with cards in their stockpile turns cards over in the middle, and a spare card or joker is placed to 
mark the site of the empty slam pile.  The winner of the game will get rid of their cards on their 
opponent’s face-up pile and slam on the empty slam pile, although their opponent can still stop them at 
this stage too. 
 
Playing Slam against human or computer opponents1 reveals a rich variety of tactics inherent in this 
game: 
 

• Placing cards as fast as possible. 
• Placing cards in a particular sequence in order to maximise the number of cards played in a 

continuous run. 
• Placing cards in order to prevent the opponent from playing. 
• Placing cards in order to disrupt an opponent’s continuous run of cards. 
• Placing cards preferentially on the larger pile, in order to maximise the benefit to the successful 

slammer. 
• Placing cards preferentially on the smaller pile, in order to minimise the disbenefit to the 

unsuccessful slammer (who perhaps is inclined to bore his opponent into submission). 
• Where possible, reserving the last card play for the smaller pile, since one can then place the card 

and slam at the same time. 
• ‘Goal-hanging’, not bothering to compete in placing cards, but simply waiting for the opportunity 

to slam.  This is particularly effective if one discard pile is much smaller than the other, or if the 
opponent easily becomes carried away with placing cards. 

• ‘Half-placing’ cards, that is, hovering over a discard pile with a playable card, but not actually 
placing it until a perceived advantage has accrued.  This tactic is allowed because there is no 
‘touched-is-played’ rule in Slam, unlike in Chess or Bridge, for example. 

• Memorising the opponent’s cards before they are taken into hand. 
• Shuffling cards between slam rounds. 
• Players may agree to each using one hand only. 
• Distracting the opponent with conversation, exclamations, threats etc. 
• Direct physical intervention or assault. 

 
Clearly, these tactics may be combined in a variety of ways in order to construct a discrete set of coherent 
play strategies.  In this way it is quite straightforward to define different types of computing agent to play 
this game.  In particular, we can choose to define ‘reactive’, ‘planning’ and ‘anytime’ agents, as follows: 
 

• Reactive agent.  When given the opportunity, the reactive agent selects the first available option 
to play a card. 

• Planning agent.  When given the opportunity, the planning agent selects the best available option 
to play a card.  Here, the ‘best’ option is the longest sequence of cards that at the same time 
prevents the opponent from playing. 

• Anytime agent.  When given the opportunity, the anytime agent assesses whether or not the 
opponent can play.  If the opponent can play, then the anytime agent follows the reactive strategy.  
Otherwise, it follows the planning strategy. 

 
A few comments are in order.  First, it makes sense to optimise the reactive agent for speed, since this is 
the primary feature of the game.  This optimisation is achieved by stripping away every tactic other than 
that which places an individual card on an individual discard pile as quickly as possible.  Secondly, the 
planning agent is to be optimised for ‘quality’, which can be done in a number of ways, some more 
complex than others, but even the simplest quality-based strategy will clearly distinguish the planning 
agent from the reactive agent.  Accordingly the planning agent has been given a relatively simple 

 
1 A freeware human-versus-computer version of this game, executable under MS Windows, is available at 
http://www.ossiemanners.co.uk/ (where it is called ‘Spit’). 

http://www.ossiemanners.co.uk/
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definition based on the second and third tactics in the above list, and ignoring the remainder.  Finally, as 
we have seen from the earlier review, anytime planners are characterised by the presence of an additional 
control device at the meta-level, and this is implemented here by defining the anytime agent just in terms 
of the reactive and planning agents, with an easily-computable switch between the two.  It will be argued, 
below, that this definition fulfils most or all of the various criteria that have been set for anytime 
algorithms and contingency planners. 
 
From the above definitions it is clear that, if the planning agent takes the same time as the reactive agent 
to plan its next move, then it will always be at an advantage (simply because, all other things being equal, 
the best available option must be at least as good as the first available option).  Similarly, if it takes just as 
long to play a card as part of a continuous sequence as it does to play the same card individually, then 
there is no advantage in planning beyond the next single-card play.  As part of the system definition, 
therefore, it is necessary to specify four control parameters by which the performance of the different 
agents might be distinguished: 
 

• Reactive thinking time.  The time taken by a reactive agent to plan its next move. 
• Planning thinking time.  The time taken by a planning agent to plan its next move. 
• Single card play time.  The per-card duration for placing a single card. 
• Multi card play time.  The per-card duration for placing a sequence of cards (for a planning agent 

or an anytime agent when in planning mode). 
 
These durations are dimensionless and their values are significant only in relation to one another.  If, for 
example, we set the reactive thinking time to a baseline value of 1, then the planning thinking time should 
be some number greater than 1.  Likewise, the multi card play time should be some number less than the 
single card play time.  By adjusting the values of these control parameters it should be possible to find 
conditions favouring reactive agents over planning agents, and vice versa.  What is not entirely clear – 
and would be interesting to discover – is what happens to anytime agents under these various conditions? 
 
It might be remarked that this list of control parameters is one short, because it should include the time 
taken for the anytime agent to assess whether or not its opponent can play.  This is to be resisted, for two 
reasons.  First, this additional duration would represent an overhead cost for the anytime agent, which 
contradicts the original notion of an anytime algorithm that can be suspended and resumed with negligible 
overhead.  Secondly, it is noticeable that within a short time of playing Slam most people adopt a tactic of 
‘half-placing’ cards, as described above.  If the defined computing agents are also allowed to use this 
tactic then any additional overhead cost for the anytime agent will be nullified, since ‘half-placing’ gives 
the anytime agent the same speed as a reactive agent, whilst retaining the opportunity to devise the best 
play option (to be exercised if the opponent is unable to play). 
 
It has been suggested that the Slam card game might be a suitable environment in which to test and 
demonstrate a contingency planning algorithm.  It is now possible to evaluate this claim, by assessing the 
defined Slam anytime agent against the various criteria that have been cited in the preceding discussion: 
 

• Is the Slam card game a suitable MAS application?  Yes:  it is time-dependent;  it allows the 
generation of multiple sub-goals;  and it features dynamic resource allocation. 

• Does the anytime agent fulfil the contingency planning dual role of providing an alternative plan 
and a fallback plan?  Yes.  The anytime agent uses a hybrid strategy:  sometimes it behaves like a 
reactive agent, at other times it behaves like a planning agent.  Therefore, should some unforeseen 
circumstance arise such that it must abandon its first choice of strategy, it always has a second 
strategy that it can turn to.  Furthermore, it is clear from their definitions that both reactive and 
planning strategies satisfy the criteria of ‘alternative’ and ‘fallback’ plans, within the confines of 
the Slam card game. 

• Can the anytime agent be interrupted at any point during computation?  Yes.  In order to identify 
the best available plan, the planning agent must first identify which plans are available.  That is, 
the planning agent must commence each planning exercise by covering the same ground as the 
reactive agent.  Therefore, if the planning agent has to abort its activity prematurely, it can always 
fall back on a baseline reactive strategy;  and the same is true for the anytime agent. 
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• Does the anytime agent return a result whose utility is a function of computation time?  Yes.  
If its opponent cannot play then the anytime agent has more time available, so it switches from 
a reactive to a planning strategy, thereby generating a plan that will be at least as good as its 
baseline reactive plan.  Therefore the anytime algorithm implements a simple but effective 
monotonicity. 

• Does the anytime agent exhibit all of the features described by Zilberstein and Hawes?  Nearly.  
The most important feature is the additional control device at the meta-level, and this is present 
by definition.  But whilst the Slam anytime agent appears to conform to Hawes’ description of 
‘multiple levels of abstraction’ in A-UMCP, it has no equivalent to the cost-benefit matrix of 
‘conditional performance profiles’ populating Zilberstein’s ‘anytime library’. 

 
This generally positive assessment is sufficient justification to proceed with the Slam program 
development, as follows. 
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4. Program development 
 
 
When setting out to write a computer program, perhaps the most important part of the initial preparation 
is to choose the language in which the program is to be written.  In this case, if the planning problem is 
seen as a typical AI application, then there will be a natural tendency to prefer a declarative language such 
as Lisp or Prolog.  On the other hand, if it is thought that the planning problem is best addressed by 
means of one or more heuristic algorithms, then a procedural language such as Fortran or C would be a 
better choice.  The following discussion compares these two approaches in more detail. 
 
As originally conceived by Dean and Boddy (1988), anytime planning is a clear-cut AI application which 
should be coded in a declarative language.  Indeed, these authors set out a framework for time-dependent 
planning that is written in Prolog.  Subsequent anytime planning research has stayed largely within this 
tradition, for example, Hawes’ (2003) Blocks World and Shopping World applications are Prolog 
standards.  Multi-agent systems are also firmly within the declarative domain, for example, the KGP 
model of Kakas et al (2004) uses Abductive Logic Programming (ALP), Logic Programming with 
Priorities (LPP), and Constraint Logic Programming (CLP), all expressed using Prolog.  For AI 
applications the declarative approach has a number of perceived advantages: 
 

• A necessary part of a declarative language is a database, which happens to be the easiest and 
most comprehensible way to define the different properties of AI agent subsystems. 

• The interaction and connectivity of AI agent subsystems is best defined in terms of specific 
operating rules, and again these are a natural part of the declarative approach. 

• The declarative approach easily lends itself to hosting logic programming techniques (such as 
ALP) that are considered applicable to AI agent control. 

 
The procedural approach, by contrast, is the workhorse of the non-AI world.  Generally, procedural 
programming is to be preferred if an application requires less data sorting and more conditional process 
control.  This is not a trade-off:  there are some applications that involve a significant workload of data 
sorting as well as sophisticated process control, and in these cases it may be advantageous to combine the 
declarative and procedural approaches, for example, by interfacing a relational database (or, indeed, 
Prolog) with C or Java.  But, where this is not the case, we have a clear and simple criterion:  if the 
application is data-intensive, use a declarative language;  otherwise, use the procedural approach. 
 
In the case of the Slam card game, as we have seen, it has been possible to define programming agents in 
terms of algorithmic processes.  The reactive agent selects the first available option to play a card, which 
is an entirely algorithmic undertaking.  In selecting the best available play, the planning agent must 
consult a list of options, but this list scarcely constitutes a database since it must be redrawn every time a 
card is played.  And the anytime agent, which is defined entirely in terms of the reactive and planning 
agents, is no more dependent upon a database than they are.  This is completely different from the usual 
AI application that involves sorting, combinatorial optimisation, and logical consistency checks on a 
large, stable database of pre-calculated plans.  It is concluded that the proposed Slam application is 
process-driven, not data-driven, and therefore it should be coded using a procedural language.  
Accordingly the Slam program has been developed using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), which is 
a procedural language that is particularly suited to rapid coding and debugging. 
 
The following notes describe the salient features of the Slam program development. 
 
The Slam program was written following the iterative design methodology described in a footnote at the 
beginning of Section 2, above.  This has resulted in 16 versions of the code, each built upon the one 
before, and all operational to a given level of functionality: 
 

1. MS Excel interface for input and output;  top level program;  define cards;  deal cards. 
2. Lay out cards in five stacks;  group cards into same-value sets, where possible;  adjust layout to 

fill empty stacks;  debug output of stack layout for each player. 
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3. Testing stack layout using a skew deal option;  drawing a card from stock and placing it on a 
discard pile;  taking cards into hand when they are no more than five in number;  debug output of 
discard pile contents for each player. 

4. Two reactive agents playing Slam. 
5. A modular version of the previous code, with separate functions for drawing a card from stock, 

playing a card from a stack, playing a card from hand, and putting a card on a discard pile;  
output each player’s card holdings at the end of each slam round. 

6. If both players have run out of stock cards before a round has ended then they restock from the 
discard piles (which are then restarted). 

7. A game is terminated if it exceeds a preset number of slam rounds;  output summary statistics for 
multiple games. 

8. Code tidying. 
9. Code reorganisation, in preparation for calculating all possible play options. 

10. Calculate options tree;  calculate sequences of cards along each branch of the tree. 
11. Debug output of options tree for each player. 
12. Code reorganisation, separating option identification and option choice. 
13. Durations for planning and executing play options;  definition of planning and anytime agents. 
14. Simplified slam conditions:  A player wins a slam if he has just played his last card on the slam 

pile;  otherwise, he has a 50:50 random chance of winning the slam. 
15. Players do not incur a time penalty if they have no play options. 
16. Both players’ ‘clocks’ are reset to zero if an anytime agent is in planning mode (i.e. its opponent 

cannot play);  code and output tidying. 
 
This programming exercise was undertaken in 16 working days (i.e. around 128 hours) in a 28-day 
period, using VBA available with MS Office 2000 running under MS Windows XP.  The final version of 
the code, which is fronted by MS Excel workbook slam16.xls, implements the Slam card game with 
reactive, planning and anytime agents as described in Section 3.  The user’s view of the operation of this 
program is described in Appendix 1, and a full code listing is given in Appendix 2.  Of particular 
importance is the PlayRound subprogram, the operation of which is now described in detail. 
 
PlayRound is called at the beginning of each slam round, that is, whenever a slam has occurred but both 
players still have cards remaining.  This subprogram controls the players’ competition to place their cards 
on the two discard piles, and implements the slam conditions at the end of the round.  After declaring 
local variables, PlayRound defines a ‘goto’ label where it can return (later) in order to draw another card 
from stock.  Then it initialises the players’ ‘clocks’ (which determine who has priority at each play 
opportunity), and instructs each player to draw a card from stock and place it on his discard pile. 
 
DrawAgain: 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    sngTime(intPlayer) = 0# 
  Next intPlayer 
  Call DrawStock 
 
At this point PlayRound starts a program loop that will be repeated until the slam condition is fulfilled 
(that is, until one of the players is out of play cards).  The players calculate their single card and multi 
card play options, the latter requiring a tabulation of all possible play sequences of each player’s (visible) 
cards.  A data structure identifying the preferred play option of each player is initialised to zero. 
 
  Do Until blnSlam 
    Call PlayOptions 
    Call RunOptions 
    Call InitPlay 
 
Each player now picks out his single preferred play option (if he has any options at all).  If the player is a 
reactive agent (intStrat = 1) then PickReact is called, this selects the first available play option.  If the 
player is a planning agent (intStrat = 2) then PickPlan is called, this selects the best available play option.  
If the player is an anytime agent (intStrat = 3) then PickReact or PickPlan is called, depending on whether 
or not his opponent can play.  The preferred play option is recorded in the data structure prepared earlier.  
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In each case the player’s clock is incremented with the appropriate ‘thinking time’, except when the 
player is an anytime agent in planning mode, when both players’ clocks are reset to zero. 
 
    For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
      If udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption.intNumCard > 0 Then 
        intStrat = udtPlayer(intPlayer).intStrat 
        If intStrat = 1 Then 
          Call PickReact(intPlayer) 
          sngTime(intPlayer) = sngTime(intPlayer) + sngReactTime 
        ElseIf intStrat = 2 Then 
          Call PickPlan(intPlayer) 
          sngTime(intPlayer) = sngTime(intPlayer) + sngPlanTime 
        ElseIf intStrat = 3 Then 
          intPlayer2 = 1 
          If intPlayer = 1 Then intPlayer2 = 2 
          If udtPlayer(intPlayer2).udtOption.intNumCard = 0 Then 
            Call PickPlan(intPlayer) 
            sngTime(intPlayer) = 0# 
            sngTime(intPlayer2) = 0# 
          Else 
            Call PickReact(intPlayer) 
            sngTime(intPlayer) = sngTime(intPlayer) + sngReactTime 
          End If 
        Else 
          Stop 
        End If 
        intNumPlay(intPlayer) = udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtPlay.intNumCard 
      Else 
        intNumPlay(intPlayer) = 0 
      End If 
    Next intPlayer 
 
If neither player has a play option then both players must draw again from stock, returning to the goto 
label identified at the beginning of PlayRound.  If Player 1 has a viable play option but Player 2 does not 
then Player 1 is given priority (i.e. is able to exercise his play option);  and vice versa.  If both players 
have viable play options then the player with less time accumulated on his clock is given priority.  
Finally, if both players have viable play options, and both clocks have the same reading, then priority is 
determined by coin-toss (i.e. 50:50 random chance). 
 
    If intNumPlay(1) = 0 And intNumPlay(2) = 0 Then 
      GoTo DrawAgain 
    ElseIf intNumPlay(1) > 0 And intNumPlay(2) = 0 Then 
      intWin = 1 
    ElseIf intNumPlay(1) = 0 And intNumPlay(2) > 0 Then 
      intWin = 2 
    Else 
      If sngTime(1) < sngTime(2) Then 
        intWin = 1 
      ElseIf sngTime(1) > sngTime(2) Then 
        intWin = 2 
      Else 
        intWin = Int(intNumPlayer * Rnd + 1) 
      End If 
    End If 
 
The player with priority places his cards according to his preferred play option, with his clock 
incremented by the appropriate ‘playing time’.  (Note, however, that his opponent’s clock is not 
incremented.)  The program loop is closed and PlayRound returns to ‘Do Until blnSlam’, above. 
 
    sngPlayTime = sngOnePlayTime 
    If intNumPlay(intWin) > 1 Then sngPlayTime = sngMultiPlayTime 
    For intPlay = 1 To intNumPlay(intWin) 
      Call PlayOne(intWin, intPlay) 
      sngTime(intWin) = sngTime(intWin) + sngPlayTime 
    Next intPlay 
    Call AdjustCards 
  Loop 
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Finally, once the slam condition has been met, PlayRound identifies the smaller of the two discard piles.  
If this pile has just gained a card, then it is awarded to the player of that card;  otherwise, it is awarded by 
coin-toss.  The players pick up their allotted cards and control is returned to the calling program. 
 
  intSmall = 1 
  intBig = 2 
  If udtPile(1).intNumCard > udtPile(2).intNumCard Then 
    intSmall = 2 
    intBig = 1 
  End If 
' 
  If intWin < 1 Or intWin > 2 Then Stop 
  If intSmall <> udtPlayer(intWin).udtPlay.intPile Then 
    intWin = Int(intNumPlayer * Rnd + 1) 
  End If 
  udtStats(intWin).intNumSlam = udtStats(intWin).intNumSlam + 1 
' 
  intLose = 1 
  If intWin = 1 Then intLose = 2 
  intPile(intWin) = intSmall 
  intPile(intLose) = intBig 
' 
  Call EndRound(intPile()) 
' 
' End of PlayRound 
' 
End Sub 
 
To complete this account of program development, a few comments concerning programming style are in 
order.  The Slam program has been written in a modular style that relies heavily on global program 
structures (or ‘Public Types’, as they are known in VBA).  To someone brought up to use C pointers and 
economise on valuable processing bytes this style of programming is excessively verbose and wasteful.  
However, as we shall see, in the case of slam16.xls the computation does not exceed the available 
resources and traditional parsimony is simply unwarranted.  The great advantage of the modular 
programming style used here is that it is self-indexing and easily-comprehensible, and as a result it has 
been instrumental in quickening the pace of code-writing. 
 
An interesting consequence of the programming style used here is the need to define array sizes up front: 
 
Public Const intNumCard As Integer = 52 
Public Const intNumSuit As Integer = 4 
Public Const intNumPlayer As Integer = 2 
Public Const intNumStack As Integer = 5 
Public Const intMaxStack As Integer = 8 
Public Const intMaxTable As Integer = 15 
Public Const intMaxBranch As Integer = 45 
 
These integer constants define, respectively:  the number of cards in a pack;  the number of suits;  the 
number of players;  the number of stacks of cards laid out by each player;  the maximum number of cards 
in a stack (allowing for the doubling-up of cards of the same face value);  the maximum number of cards 
each player has on the table (that is, totalled over his stacks);  and the maximum number of branches in a 
player’s option tree.  This last number is the only one that is less-than-obvious, and it is obtained as the 
result of the following combinatorial puzzle:  What is the greatest number of distinct play sequences that 
a Slam player need consider?  The worst case must be when all 15 cards on table are visible to the 
player1, which is only possible if there are many duplicates available for ‘doubling-up’ into same-value 
sets.  Since there are five stacks then the worst case will be when there are five such sets, with each set 
comprising three cards (giving a total of 15 on table, as required).  Again, the worst case must be when 
these five sets of cards are in a regular sequence, with face values {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, for example.  (The card 
suits are irrelevant in Slam.)  And it seems reasonable to suppose that the greatest number of permutations 

 
1 In fact, when arranging 15 cards on table (comprising three each of five different values), one can turn face-up no 
more than 13 of them;  but, as we shall see, this practical constraint does not affect the final result of this analysis. 
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of these cards is obtained when the middle card – the 3 – can be placed on a discard pile.  As can be seen 
from Table 4.1, in this extreme case there are a total of 44 distinct permutations, and (with this particular 
selection of cards) a maximum of 13 cards can be played from table in a single run. 
 
This (quite interesting) combinatorial exercise concludes this discussion of program development. 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 3 2 1 2 1 2 1       
2 3 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 
3 3 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 3 4 5 
4 3 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 
5 3 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 5 
6 3 2 1 2 3 2 1       
7 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 5 
8 3 2 1 2 3 4 3 2 1     
9 3 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5   

10 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 3 2 1   
11 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 3 4 5   
12 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 2 1 
13 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 5   
14 3 2 3 2 1 2 1       
15 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 5 
16 3 2 3 2 3 2 1       
17 3 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 5   
18 3 2 3 4 3 2 1 2 1     
19 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5     
20 3 2 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 1   
21 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 
22 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 5     
23 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 1     
24 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 5 
25 3 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 5   
26 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1     
27 3 4 3 2 3 4 5 4 5     
28 3 4 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 1   
29 3 4 3 4 3 4 5       
30 3 4 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 
31 3 4 3 4 5 4 5       
32 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 1   
33 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 
34 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 2 1   
35 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5   
36 3 4 5 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1   
37 3 4 5 4 3 2 3 4 5     
38 3 4 5 4 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 
39 3 4 5 4 3 4 5       
40 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 
41 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 3 
42 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 
43 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 
44 3 4 5 4 5 4 5       

 
Table 4.1.  The 44 distinct permutations of Slam cards in the worst case of three each 
of five cards, values {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.  The first card to be played is a 3 (column 1);  
thereafter, a 2 or a 4 can be played (column 2);  and so on. 
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5. Simulation results 
 
 
By setting two computing agents to compete against one another in playing the Slam card game, we can 
obtain insights into the consequences of different choices of planning strategy.  In particular, we can test 
an anytime planning agent and demonstrate its capabilities – which we hope will turn out to be superior to 
the capabilities of other agents in this application.  To this end, the game of Slam has been coded as a 
multi-agent system.  Game rules, computing agents, and key control parameters have been defined in 
Section 3.  Program operation is described in the Appendix 1 user guide. 
 
Using the slam16.xls program, the following computer experiments were undertaken: 
 

1. Reactive and planning agents were set to play against one another in a series of test games in 
which values of control parameters defining ‘thinking’ and ‘play’ times were adjusted 
incrementally.  Two sets of control parameter values were obtained, one set clearly favouring 
reactive agents, the other clearly favouring planning agents (in terms of their propensity to win 
games).  These sets of values were named ‘Scenario 1’ and ‘Scenario 2’ respectively. 

2. Each of the three types of agent (reactive, planning and anytime) was set to play against an agent 
of the same type, to ensure that no bias has been introduced by some feature of the program 
implementation.  In each case 1000 consecutive games of Slam were undertaken for each of the 
two scenarios. 

3. Each of the three types of agent was set to play against an agent of a different type.  In each case 
1000 consecutive games of Slam were undertaken for each of the two scenarios and for each 
possible agent-to-player assignment (again, to ensure that there is no programming bias). 

 
The two play scenarios obtained by this method are defined in Table 5.1.  The results of these 
experiments are summarised in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, for Scenarios 1 and 2 respectively. 
 

Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Reactive thinking time 1 1 
Planning thinking time 3 2 
Single card play time 1 2 
Multi card play time 0.5 1 

 
Table 5.1.  Control parameter values for Scenario 1 (favouring reactive agents) and 
Scenario 2 (favouring planning agents).  These values are dimensionless and their 
values are significant only in relation to one another. 

 
Scenario 1 

Player Wins Slams 
1 2 1 2 Quit 1 2 

Restock Rounds 
/ game 

Time 
min:sec 

Reactive Reactive 471 512 17 6800 6945 69 13.8 5:44 
Planning Planning 486 504 10 6311 6442 56 12.8 1:54 
Anytime Anytime 480 515 5 6450 6452 99 12.9 3:28 
Reactive Planning 760 238 2 5421 4697 39 10.1 2:43 
Planning Reactive 238 762 0 4836 5574 29 10.4 2:46 
Reactive Anytime 90 907 3 4723 6351 52 11.1 3:38 
Anytime Reactive 876 123 1 6474 5082 68 11.6 3:50 
Planning Anytime 115 884 1 4125 5295 32 9.4 2:07 
Anytime Planning 854 145 1 5221 4179 24 9.4 2:06 

 
Table 5.2.  Results for all combinations of agents playing 1000 consecutive games of 
Slam under Scenario 1 conditions. 
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Scenario 2 
Player Wins Slams 

1 2 1 2 Quit 1 2 
Restock Rounds 

/ game 
Time 

min:sec 
Reactive Reactive 472 508 20 7033 7198 88 14.3 6:00 
Planning Planning 497 494 9 6366 6293 64 12.7 1:54 
Anytime Anytime 480 515 5 6450 6452 99 12.9 3:28 
Reactive Planning 194 797 9 5689 6601 55 12.3 3:10 
Planning Reactive 772 222 6 6472 5498 64 12.0 3:05 
Reactive Anytime 107 887 6 5017 6563 56 11.6 3:51 
Anytime Reactive 869 123 8 6832 5370 74 12.2 4:05 
Planning Anytime 423 572 5 5884 6281 55 12.2 2:37 
Anytime Planning 580 413 7 6520 5954 77 12.5 2:39 

 
Table 5.3.  Results for all combinations of agents playing 1000 consecutive games of 
Slam under Scenario 2 conditions. 

 
As can be seen from Table 5.1, in both Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 the reactive thinking time has been kept 
at a reference value of 1.  Moving from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2, we see that, relative to this constant 
baseline, the planning thinking time has decreased (from 3 to 2);  and the play times have increased (by a 
factor of 2).  Both of these changes reduce the (relative) time penalty incurred by the planning agent in 
selecting the best available play option.  Indeed, as we shall see, these changes are sufficient to give the 
planning agent a clear advantage when playing against a reactive agent. 
 
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 have the same format, as follows.  The first two columns identify the agent type of 
each player.  The next three columns show the number of games won by each player and the number of 
games abandoned because they exceed 50 rounds.  These three numbers add up to 1000 for each player 
combination (i.e. for each row in the table).  Columns 6 and 7 show the number of slam rounds won by 
each player.  Column 8 shows the number of times it was necessary for the players to restock from their 
discard piles, because both had run out of stock cards before the end of a round.  Column 9 shows the 
average number of rounds per game, which is the same as the total number of slams divided by 1000.  
The last column shows the duration of each batch of 1000 games, obtained using the internal computer 
clock.  The average of these times is 3 min 16 sec for 1000 games, or one game every 0.2 sec, for 
execution using a 1.86 GHz processor with 1 GB RAM.  Clearly this is sufficiently rapid that there is no 
need to optimise the code for speed. 
 
These tabulations show a number of interesting results: 
 

• In comparison with human-versus-human or human-versus-computer competitions, these results 
show an unusually high number of rounds per game and an unusually high number of restocking 
events.  There appear to be two main reasons for this.  First, computing agents do not suffer from 
lapses of concentration, and so they remain evenly-balanced when it comes to the ‘50:50’ 
situations (in particular, winning the slam pile).  Secondly, the computing agents in slam16.xls 
have not been endowed with the ‘goal-hanging’ tactic that is commonly used by humans (as 
described in Section 3).  Fortunately, however, there are not so many rounds per game or 
restocked games that it is necessary to include ‘goal-hanging’ in the agents’ armoury. 

• Pairings of same-type agents (reactive versus reactive, and so on) are well-balanced in terms of the 
share of games won.  There is a slight bias towards Player 2, this appears to be an unintended 
consequence of a systematic programming style whereby lists of cards are always constructed and 
analysed from the lowest to the highest index.  Otherwise, this result is as expected. 

• The chosen values of the control parameters ensure that reactive agents outperform planning 
agents in Scenario 1, and vice versa in Scenario 2.  Again, this is to be expected. 

• Whilst it is always the case that the agent winning more of the games also wins more of the slams, 
the proportion of wins does not scale linearly.  In Scenario 1, for example, when a reactive agent 
plays a reactive agent it wins 50% of the games and 50% of the slams (after adjusting for the slight 
bias in favour of Player 2, and omitting stalemates);  but when a reactive agent plays a planning 
agent it wins 76% of the games and only 54% of the slams.  From this we infer that winning slams 
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does not by itself win games, and therefore it is not sufficient to rely solely on ‘goal-hanging’.  
(To extend the sporting metaphor, one must also compete in the ‘hard yards’ of building up the 
discard piles.) 

• In both scenarios, anytime agents outperform both reactive agents and planning agents.  This is 
worth dwelling on, because it is a quite spectacular result.  It shows that an anytime agent – which 
comprises nothing more than a simple meta-level switch between reactive and planning modes of 
play – performs better than either of its pure components, regardless of how these components 
perform in relation to one another.  That is, ‘the whole is greater than the sum of the parts’, and in 
this application a simple anytime planning strategy has been shown to be better than either a 
reactive strategy or a planning strategy.  The reason why this is ‘a quite spectacular result’ is that it 
is not entirely obvious that an anytime agent should outperform its pure components.  One might 
just as easily suppose, for instance, that its performance would be ‘on the average’, that is, 
somewhere between the performances of its components.  The fact that the anytime agent does 
outperform its components is an emergent property that has not been hard-coded in to its design. 

 
Near the beginning of this paper, two questions were asked:  “Can computers do contingency planning?  
If so, can this be demonstrated in a relevant application?”  The last result, in particular, answers both of 
these questions with an emphatic ‘Yes’.  It has been noted already that the Slam anytime agent conforms 
to most or all of our criteria defining contingency planners in general and anytime algorithms in 
particular.  We now see that in this application the anytime agent exercises an advantage beyond that of 
its components.  When reviewing the work of Zilberstein and Hawes (Section 2) it was objected that 
“none of the demonstrated applications call out (in any obvious way) for a contingency or anytime 
planning solution”.  But in the present application, by outperforming both reactive and planning agents, 
the Slam anytime agent has made itself indispensable. 
 
Finally, like all good computing applications, this program helps us to perform better – in this case, it 
shows us how we can win more games of Slam: 
 

• If your opponent can play:  don’t make a plan, just try to take every opportunity to play a card as 
quickly as possible. 

• If your opponent can’t play:  take your time, plan your best possible continuous run of cards, 
rehearse it in your mind, then play it at a continuous rapid tempo. 

• Use the ‘half-placing’ tactic (Section 3) if you are unsure whether your opponent can play or not. 
• ‘Goal-hanging’ (Section 3) is also a good idea, but it should not be used as a substitute for 

building up the discard piles. 
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6. Conclusion and recommendations 
 
 
In playing an automated version of the Slam card game, it has been shown that a computing agent 
comprising a simple meta-level switch between reactive and planning modes of play performs better than 
either of its pure components, regardless of how these components perform in relation to one another.  It 
is argued that its enhanced performance makes the meta-level agent indispensable in this application, and 
as a result we may answer in the affirmative the ‘theoretical research question’ posed at the outset, “Can 
computers do contingency planning?”  Furthermore, since this meta-level agent fulfils most or all of the 
criteria defining an anytime algorithm, it is considered legitimate to refer to it as an ‘anytime agent’, and 
to conclude that the results of the simulation confirm the thrust of the Section 2 analysis (which placed 
the anytime approach firmly within the general domain of contingency planning).  This main conclusion 
in turn raises further questions, which may be taken as recommendations for future work: 
 

• Should the anytime approach be reviewed and, if necessary, revised in the light of these findings? 
• How representative of real-world contingency planning problems is the Slam card game? 
• Can other contingency or anytime planning problems be tackled using the approach that has been 

demonstrated here for Slam? 
• What are the implications of this successful program, coded in a procedural programming 

language, for the declarative programming approach, which up to now has been the usual means 
of automating the planning process? 

• Is there a case for combining the declarative and procedural approaches? 
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Appendix 1:  Slam user guide 
 
 
The Slam computer program has been developed in order to investigate the consequences of different 
choices of planning strategy in a well-defined but non-trivial multi-agent application.  When executed, the 
program simulates two autonomous agents competing against one another in playing the Slam card game.  
Each agent may be characterised as ‘reactive’, ‘planning’ or ‘anytime’.  The agents’ performance in the 
game is determined by their preset durations for planning and undertaking each card-playing action.  The 
program is written in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) and is fronted by MS Excel.  Operation is 
initiated by double-clicking on the slam16.xls icon in MS Windows Explorer.  By default the software 
disables the program behind the workbook, an undesirable feature that is rectified by selecting ‘Enable 
Macros’ on the Options tab or (on older versions of MS Excel) the pop-up window.  If this is done then 
the workbook opens at the Overview worksheet, with operational ‘Go’ button, see Figure A1.1. 
 

 
 

Figure A1.1.  Slam program, Overview worksheet. 
 
As explained on this worksheet, the VBA program is executed by clicking the Go button.  Once this is 
done,  the chosen agents will play as many games of Slam as have been specified on the Controls 
worksheet, see Figure A1.2. 
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Figure A1.2.  Slam program, Controls worksheet. 
 
By specifying parameter values in column B of this worksheet the user sets up the games to be computed.  
These parameters are described in Table A1.1. 
 
Row Parameter Description 

1 Number of games The number of games of Slam to be played by the defined agents 
2 Number of rounds/game The maximum number of slam rounds per game 
3 Debug on/off A binary switch for sending detailed data to the Debug worksheet 

4 Skew deal on/off A binary switch for giving each player more or less of the pack at 
the beginning of a game, for debug purposes 

5 Player 1 strategy A numerical switch determining the play strategy of Player 1: 
1 = Reactive;  2 = Planning;  3 = Anytime 

6 Player 2 strategy A numerical switch determining the play strategy of Player 2: 
1 = Reactive;  2 = Planning;  3 = Anytime 

7 Reactive thinking time The time taken by a reactive agent to plan its next move 
8 Planning thinking time The time taken by a planning agent to plan its next move 
9 Single card play time The per-card duration for placing a single card 

10 Multi card play time The per-card duration for placing a sequence of cards 
 

Table A1.1.  Slam program, control parameters. 
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Parameters in rows 1-6 are integers with values in the ranges specified on the worksheet (or which are 
obvious from the context).  The ‘thinking’ and ‘play’ times in rows 7-10 are single precision parameters 
whose positive values are significant only in relation to one another.  These parameters determine the 
performances of the different types of agent when planning and undertaking each card-playing action. 
 
When the Go button on the Overview worksheet is clicked the VBA program is executed, with summary 
output appearing in the Results worksheet and (if selected) detailed data appearing in the Debug 
worksheet.  Typical output for these worksheets is shown in Figures A1.3 and A1.4.  (This particular 
output was generated using input values specified in Figure A1.2.)  The Results worksheet, Figure A1.3, 
shows the start and end times of the simulation;  the number of games won by each player;  the number of 
‘Slams’ (rounds) won by each player;  the number of games won by neither player (because the maximum 
number of rounds per game has been exceeded, and the game has been abandoned);  and the average 
number of rounds per game.  If, as in this case, the debug switch has been set ‘On’, then the Results 
worksheet also lists the cards held by the two players at the end of each round.  For example, in Figure 
A1.3 it can be seen that at the end of the third round Player 1 has 35 cards headed by ♣9 and Player 2 has 
17 cards headed by ♦8.  By the end of the fifth round Player 2 is out of cards and (by definition) has won 
the game, a result that is confirmed in the summary information at the top of the worksheet. 
 

 
 

Figure A1.3.  Slam program, Results worksheet. 
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If enabled, the Debug worksheet (Figure A1.4) shows the layout of cards for each of the players;  the 
contents of each of the discard piles;  the pre-planned play options for each player;  and the values of the 
players’ ‘clocks’, every time that a card play has occurred.  In this case, for example, one sees a snapshot 
in which Player 1 has 11 cards laid out in 5 stacks headed by ♣3, ♣6, ♣A, ♦9 and ♥10.  The number of 
face-up cards in each stack is given in column B, in this case indicating that ♠A is visible beneath ♣A.  In 
addition to these laid-out cards Player 1 has 10 cards in a face-down stock, and zero cards in hand (which 
stands to reason, as a player’s cards can be on table or in hand, but not both, and cards may be picked up 
only when they are no more than five in number).  The two discard piles have 6 and 5 cards headed by ♦5 
and ♠10 respectively.  Player 1 is aware of two play options:  ♣6 on ♦5;  and ♦9 (possibly followed by 
♥10) on ♠10.  However, Player 1’s clock is more advanced than Player 2’s – reading 14 and 13, 
respectively – so Player 1 will not have the opportunity to take either of these options on this play.  
Instead, Player 2 can (and does) execute its option of ♠6 on ♦5.  This play alters the inventories of 
Player 2 and Pile 1, and also the pre-planned play options and the clock settings of both players, resulting 
in a fresh set of data output to the Debug worksheet (immediately beneath this set).  In this manner the 
complete debug output for a game of Slam can easily fill O(104) rows, which is why the debug option 
should only be used for the analysis of single games. 
 

 
 

Figure A1.4.  Slam program, Debug worksheet. 
 
The Results and Debug worksheets are rewritten with new output every time the program is run.  On 
attempting to close the workbook one is given the option to save the changes.  If selected, this option 
saves the latest data in their worksheet locations;  the underlying VBA program is unaffected. 
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Appendix 2:  Slam code listing 
 
 
The following code listing is the complete VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) program fronted 
by the slam16.xls MS Excel workbook.  Figure A2.1 shows a simplified calling tree, this gives a 
convenient overview of the program structure.  The program is organised in five modules: 
 

1. A header module for global declarations. 
2. A small subprogram initiated by clicking the Go button on the Overview worksheet. 
3. A main module which sets out the basic program structure and functions. 
4. A play module which undertakes the detailed planning and execution of card play. 
5. A utility module which defines various support functions for repeated use. 

 
These modules are listed in turn. 
 

Slam 
 InitControls 
 InitCards 
 DealCards 
 GiveUp 
 InitHolding 
 PlaceCards 
 AdjustCards 
  PickUpCards 
  StackCards 
  FillHoles 
   StackCards 
 InitPiles 
 PlayRound 
  DrawStock 
   PutOnPile 
   TakeFromStock 
   ReStock 
    InitPiles 
  PlayOptions 
  RunOptions 
   Tree 
    Branch 
  InitPlay 
  PickReact / PickPlan 
  DebugLayout 
  DebugPile 
  DebugTree 
  DebugTime 
  PlayOne 
   PutOnPile 
   TakeFromHand / TakeFromStack 
  AdjustCards 
   PickUpCards 
   StackCards 
   FillHoles 
    StackCards 
  EndRound 
   DebugLayout 
   DebugPile 
   InitPiles 
   InitHolding 
   ReportHolding 
 ReportStats 

 
Figure A2.1.  Simplified calling tree for the slam16.xls computer program, showing 
subprogram calls, but (for clarity) omitting program loops, conditional branches and 
bespoke function calls. 
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Option Explicit 
' 
' Excel/VBA 2-agent implementation of the card game Slam 
' Header module for global declarations 
' Roger Kingdon 2009 
' 
' 
' Array sizes 
' 
Public Const intNumCard As Integer = 52 
Public Const intNumSuit As Integer = 4 
Public Const intNumPlayer As Integer = 2 
Public Const intNumStack As Integer = 5 
Public Const intMaxStack As Integer = 8 
Public Const intMaxTable As Integer = 15 
Public Const intMaxBranch As Integer = 45 
' 
Public Const intNumPile As Integer = intNumPlayer 
Public Const intNumInSuit As Integer = intNumCard / intNumSuit 
Public Const intMaxPlay As Integer = intNumPlayer * intNumStack 
' 
' Type definitions 
' 
Public Type CARD_TYPE 
  strName As String 
  intVal As Integer 
End Type 
' 
Public Type STOCK_TYPE 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intCard(intNumCard) As Integer 
End Type 
' 
Public Type STACK_TYPE 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intCard(intMaxStack) As Integer 
  intFaceUp As Integer 
End Type 
' 
Public Type HAND_TYPE 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intCard(intNumStack) As Integer 
End Type 
' 
Public Type PLAY_TYPE 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intPile As Integer 
  intCard(intMaxTable) As Integer 
End Type 
' 
Public Type TREE_TYPE 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intCard(intMaxTable) As Integer 
End Type 
' 
Public Type OPTION_TYPE 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intCard(intMaxPlay) As Integer 
  intPile(intMaxPlay) As Integer 
  intNumBranch(intMaxPlay) As Integer 
  udtTree(intMaxPlay, intMaxBranch) As TREE_TYPE 
End Type 
' 
Public Type PLAYER_TYPE 
  intStrat As Integer 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intCard(intNumCard) As Integer 
  intNumOnTable As Integer 
  intFaceUp As Integer 
  blnHand As Boolean 
  udtStock As STOCK_TYPE 
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  udtStack(intNumStack) As STACK_TYPE 
  udtHand As HAND_TYPE 
  udtPlay As PLAY_TYPE 
  udtOption As OPTION_TYPE 
End Type 
' 
Public Type PILE_TYPE 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intCard(intNumCard) As Integer 
End Type 
' 
Public Type CARDSET_TYPE 
  intNumCard As Integer 
  intCard(intMaxTable) As Integer 
  intUnder(intMaxTable) As Integer 
  blnCard(intMaxTable) As Boolean 
End Type 
' 
Public Type STATS_TYPE 
  intNumWin As Integer 
  intNumSlam As Integer 
  sngAveNumRound As Single 
End Type 
' 
' Data structure definitions 
' 
Public udtCard(intNumCard) As CARD_TYPE 
Public udtPlayer(intNumPlayer) As PLAYER_TYPE 
Public udtPile(intNumPile) As PILE_TYPE 
Public udtSet As CARDSET_TYPE 
Public udtTree(intMaxBranch) As TREE_TYPE 
Public udtStats(intNumPlayer) As STATS_TYPE 
' 
' Control parameters 
' 
Public intNumGame As Integer 
Public intMaxRound As Integer 
Public blnBug As Boolean 
Public blnSkew As Boolean 
Public sngReactTime As Single 
Public sngPlanTime As Single 
Public sngOnePlayTime As Single 
Public sngMultiPlayTime As Single 
' 
' Other parameters 
' 
Public intNumRound As Integer 
Public intResRow As Integer 
Public intBugRow As Integer 
' 
' End of header module 
' 
 
 
 
 
Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() 
' 
' Run Slam on clicking Go button 
' 
  Call Slam 
' 
End Sub 
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Option Explicit 
' 
' Excel/VBA 2-agent implementation of the card game Slam 
' Main module 
' Roger Kingdon 2009 
' 
 
Sub Slam() 
' 
' Main program, initiated by clicking Go button on Overview worksheet 
' 
  Dim intGame As Integer 
' 
  Call InitControls 
  Call InitCards 
' 
  For intGame = 1 To intNumGame 
    intNumRound = 0 
    Call DealCards 
    Do 
      intNumRound = intNumRound + 1 
      If intNumRound > intMaxRound Then 
        Call GiveUp 
        GoTo NextGame 
      Else 
        Call InitHolding 
        Call PlaceCards 
        Call AdjustCards 
        Call InitPiles 
        Call PlayRound 
      End If 
    Loop Until blnEndGame 
NextGame: 
    udtStats(0).sngAveNumRound = udtStats(0).sngAveNumRound + CSng(intNumRound) 
  Next intGame 
' 
  udtStats(0).sngAveNumRound = udtStats(0).sngAveNumRound / CSng(intNumGame) 
  Call ReportStats 
' 
' End of Slam 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub InitControls() 
' 
' Initialise values of control parameters 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
' 
  Excel.Sheets("Controls").Activate 
  Excel.Cells(1, 1).Select 
  intNumGame = CInt(Excel.Cells(1, 2)) 
  intMaxRound = CInt(Excel.Cells(2, 2)) 
  If Excel.Cells(3, 2) = 0 Then blnBug = False Else blnBug = True 
  If Excel.Cells(4, 2) = 0 Then blnSkew = False Else blnSkew = True 
  udtPlayer(1).intStrat = CInt(Excel.Cells(5, 2)) 
  udtPlayer(2).intStrat = CInt(Excel.Cells(6, 2)) 
  sngReactTime = CSng(Excel.Cells(7, 2)) 
  sngPlanTime = CSng(Excel.Cells(8, 2)) 
  sngOnePlayTime = CSng(Excel.Cells(9, 2)) 
  sngMultiPlayTime = CSng(Excel.Cells(10, 2)) 
' 
  intResRow = 8 
  intBugRow = 1 
' 
  For intPlayer = 0 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtStats(intPlayer) 
      .intNumWin = 0 
      .intNumSlam = 0 
      .sngAveNumRound = 0 
    End With 
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  Next intPlayer 
' 
' Diagnostic output 
' 
  Excel.Sheets("Results").Activate 
  Excel.Cells.Select 
  Selection.ClearContents 
  Excel.Cells(1, 1).Select 
  Excel.Cells(1, 1) = "Start time" 
  Excel.Cells(1, 2) = Time 
' 
  If blnBug Then 
    Excel.Sheets("Debug").Activate 
    Excel.Cells.Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
    Excel.Cells(1, 1).Select 
    Excel.Cells(1, 1) = "SetControls" 
    Excel.Cells(2, 1) = intNumGame 
    Excel.Cells(3, 1) = intMaxRound 
    Excel.Cells(4, 1) = blnBug 
    Excel.Cells(5, 1) = blnSkew 
    Excel.Cells(6, 1) = udtPlayer(1).intStrat 
    Excel.Cells(7, 1) = udtPlayer(1).intStrat 
    Excel.Cells(8, 1) = sngReactTime 
    Excel.Cells(9, 1) = sngPlanTime 
    Excel.Cells(10, 1) = sngOnePlayTime 
    Excel.Cells(11, 1) = sngMultiPlayTime 
    intBugRow = 12 
  End If 
' 
' End of InitControls 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub InitCards() 
' 
' Define the name and numerical value of each card of a standard 52-card deck 
' 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intRow As Integer 
' 
' Define card names 
' 
  udtCard(1).strName = "Club Ace" 
  udtCard(2).strName = "Diamond Ace" 
  udtCard(3).strName = "Heart Ace" 
  udtCard(4).strName = "Spade Ace" 
  udtCard(5).strName = "Club 2" 
  udtCard(6).strName = "Diamond 2" 
  udtCard(7).strName = "Heart 2" 
  udtCard(8).strName = "Spade 2" 
  udtCard(9).strName = "Club 3" 
  udtCard(10).strName = "Diamond 3" 
  udtCard(11).strName = "Heart 3" 
  udtCard(12).strName = "Spade 3" 
  udtCard(13).strName = "Club 4" 
  udtCard(14).strName = "Diamond 4" 
  udtCard(15).strName = "Heart 4" 
  udtCard(16).strName = "Spade 4" 
  udtCard(17).strName = "Club 5" 
  udtCard(18).strName = "Diamond 5" 
  udtCard(19).strName = "Heart 5" 
  udtCard(20).strName = "Spade 5" 
  udtCard(21).strName = "Club 6" 
  udtCard(22).strName = "Diamond 6" 
  udtCard(23).strName = "Heart 6" 
  udtCard(24).strName = "Spade 6" 
  udtCard(25).strName = "Club 7" 
  udtCard(26).strName = "Diamond 7" 
  udtCard(27).strName = "Heart 7" 
  udtCard(28).strName = "Spade 7" 
  udtCard(29).strName = "Club 8" 
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  udtCard(30).strName = "Diamond 8" 
  udtCard(31).strName = "Heart 8" 
  udtCard(32).strName = "Spade 8" 
  udtCard(33).strName = "Club 9" 
  udtCard(34).strName = "Diamond 9" 
  udtCard(35).strName = "Heart 9" 
  udtCard(36).strName = "Spade 9" 
  udtCard(37).strName = "Club 10" 
  udtCard(38).strName = "Diamond 10" 
  udtCard(39).strName = "Heart 10" 
  udtCard(40).strName = "Spade 10" 
  udtCard(41).strName = "Club Jack" 
  udtCard(42).strName = "Diamond Jack" 
  udtCard(43).strName = "Heart Jack" 
  udtCard(44).strName = "Spade Jack" 
  udtCard(45).strName = "Club Queen" 
  udtCard(46).strName = "Diamond Queen" 
  udtCard(47).strName = "Heart Queen" 
  udtCard(48).strName = "Spade Queen" 
  udtCard(49).strName = "Club King" 
  udtCard(50).strName = "Diamond King" 
  udtCard(51).strName = "Heart King" 
  udtCard(52).strName = "Spade King" 
' 
' Define card numerical values 
' 
  For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
    udtCard(intCard).intVal = Int((intCard - 1) / intNumSuit) + 1 
  Next intCard 
' 
' Diagnostic output 
' 
  If blnBug Then 
    Excel.Sheets("Debug").Activate 
    intRow = intBugRow + 1 
    Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "DefineCards" 
    intRow = intRow + 1 
    For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = udtCard(intCard).strName 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = udtCard(intCard).intVal 
      intRow = intRow + 1 
    Next intCard 
    intBugRow = intRow 
  End If 
' 
' End of InitCards 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub DealCards() 
' 
' Shuffle and deal the cards 
' 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer, intCard2 As Integer 
  Dim intRnd As Integer 
  Dim intStock(intNumCard) As Integer, intPack(intNumCard) As Integer 
  Dim intRow As Integer 
' 
' Initialise holdings 
' 
  For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
    udtPlayer(1).intCard(intCard) = 0 
    udtPlayer(2).intCard(intCard) = 0 
  Next intCard 
  udtPlayer(1).intNumCard = 0 
  udtPlayer(2).intNumCard = 0 
' 
' Shuffle cards by selecting at random from stock to pack 
' 
  For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
    intStock(intCard) = intCard 
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    intPack(intCard) = 0 
  Next intCard 
  intCard1 = intNumCard 
  For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
    intRnd = Int((intCard1 * Rnd) + 1) 
    intPack(intCard) = intStock(intRnd) 
    For intCard2 = intRnd To intNumCard - 1 
      intStock(intCard2) = intStock(intCard2 + 1) 
    Next intCard2 
    intCard1 = intCard1 - 1 
  Next intCard 
' 
' Deal cards - straight 
' 
  If Not blnSkew Then 
    intCard1 = 0 
    For intCard = 1 To (intNumCard - 1) Step intNumPlayer 
      intCard1 = intCard1 + 1 
      udtPlayer(1).intCard(intCard1) = intPack(intCard) 
      udtPlayer(2).intCard(intCard1) = intPack(intCard + 1) 
    Next intCard 
    udtPlayer(1).intNumCard = intCard1 
    udtPlayer(2).intNumCard = intCard1 
' 
' Deal cards - skew (for diagnostic purposes) 
' 
  Else 
    intRnd = Int(((intNumCard - 1) * Rnd) + 1) 
    If intRnd < 1 Then Stop 
    If intRnd > (intNumCard - 1) Then Stop 
    intCard1 = 0 
    For intCard = 1 To intRnd 
      intCard1 = intCard1 + 1 
      udtPlayer(1).intCard(intCard1) = intPack(intCard) 
    Next intCard 
    intCard1 = 0 
    For intCard = (intRnd + 1) To intNumCard 
      intCard1 = intCard1 + 1 
      udtPlayer(2).intCard(intCard1) = intPack(intCard) 
    Next intCard 
    udtPlayer(1).intNumCard = intRnd 
    udtPlayer(2).intNumCard = intNumCard - intRnd 
  End If 
' 
' Diagnostic output 
' 
  If blnBug Then 
    Excel.Sheets("Debug").Activate 
    intRow = intBugRow + 1 
    Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "DealCards" 
    intRow = intRow + 1 
    Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = intNumCard 
    Excel.Cells(intRow, 3) = udtPlayer(1).intNumCard 
    Excel.Cells(intRow, 4) = udtPlayer(2).intNumCard 
    intRow = intRow + 1 
    For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
      intCard1 = udtPlayer(1).intCard(intCard) 
      intCard2 = udtPlayer(2).intCard(intCard) 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = intCard 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = udtCard(intPack(intCard)).strName 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 3) = udtCard(intCard1).strName 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 4) = udtCard(intCard2).strName 
      intRow = intRow + 1 
    Next intCard 
    intBugRow = intRow 
  End If 
' 
' End of DealCards 
' 
End Sub 
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Sub GiveUp() 
' 
' Maximum number of rounds exceeded, start a new game 
' 
  Dim intRow As Integer 
' 
  udtStats(0).intNumWin = udtStats(0).intNumWin + 1 
  Excel.Sheets("Results").Activate 
  intRow = intResRow + 1 
  Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "Giving up:  Maximum number of rounds exceeded" 
  intResRow = intRow 
' 
' End of GiveUp 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub InitHolding() 
' 
' Initialise players stock/stack/hand holdings 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intStack As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      .intNumOnTable = 0 
      .intFaceUp = 0 
      .blnHand = False 
      For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
        .udtStock.intCard(intCard) = 0 
      Next intCard 
      .udtStock.intNumCard = 0 
      For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
        For intCard = 1 To intMaxStack 
          .udtStack(intStack).intCard(intCard) = 0 
        Next intCard 
        .udtStack(intStack).intNumCard = 0 
        .udtStack(intStack).intFaceUp = 0 
      Next intStack 
      For intCard = 1 To intNumStack 
        .udtHand.intCard(intCard) = 0 
      Next intCard 
      .udtHand.intNumCard = 0 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
' End of InitHolding 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub PlaceCards() 
' 
' Each player places cards in intNumStack stacks, with the remainder in stock 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intStack As Integer, intStock As Integer 
  Dim intNumOnTable As Integer, intFaceUp As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
' 
      intCard = 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(1).intCard(1) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(2).intCard(1) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(3).intCard(1) = .intCard(intCard) 
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      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(4).intCard(1) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(5).intCard(1) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(2).intCard(2) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(3).intCard(2) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(4).intCard(2) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(5).intCard(2) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(3).intCard(3) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(4).intCard(3) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(5).intCard(3) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(4).intCard(4) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(5).intCard(4) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard = intCard + 1 
      If intCard > .intNumCard Then GoTo EndPlace 
      .udtStack(5).intCard(5) = .intCard(intCard) 
      intCard1 = intCard + 1 
' 
      intStock = 1 
      For intCard = intCard1 To .intNumCard 
        .udtStock.intCard(intStock) = .intCard(intCard) 
        intStock = intStock + 1 
      Next intCard 
' 
EndPlace: 
      intNumOnTable = 0 
      intFaceUp = 0 
      For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
        With .udtStack(intStack) 
          .intNumCard = 0 
          .intFaceUp = 0 
          For intCard = 1 To intMaxStack 
            If .intCard(intCard) > 0 Then 
              .intNumCard = .intNumCard + 1 
              intNumOnTable = intNumOnTable + 1 
            End If 
          Next intCard 
          If .intNumCard > 0 Then 
            .intFaceUp = 1 
            intFaceUp = intFaceUp + 1 
          End If 
        End With 
      Next intStack 
      .intNumOnTable = intNumOnTable 
      .intFaceUp = intFaceUp 
      With .udtStock 
        .intNumCard = 0 
        For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
          If .intCard(intCard) > 0 Then .intNumCard = .intNumCard + 1 
        Next intCard 
      End With 
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' 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
' End of PlaceCards 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub AdjustCards() 
' 
' Adjust cards that have been placed on the table 
' 
  Call PickUpCards 
  Call StackCards 
  Call FillHoles 
' 
' End of AdjustCards 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub PickUpCards() 
' 
' If holding on table is less than or equal to intNumStack then pick up cards 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intStack As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      If (Not .blnHand) And (.intNumOnTable <= intNumStack) Then 
        For intCard = 1 To intNumStack 
          .udtHand.intCard(intCard) = 0 
        Next intCard 
        intCard = 0 
        For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
          For intCard1 = 1 To .udtStack(intStack).intNumCard 
            intCard = intCard + 1 
            .udtHand.intCard(intCard) = .udtStack(intStack).intCard(intCard1) 
          Next intCard1 
        Next intStack 
        .udtHand.intNumCard = intCard 
        .blnHand = True 
        For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
          For intCard = 1 To intMaxStack 
            .udtStack(intStack).intCard(intCard) = 0 
          Next intCard 
          .udtStack(intStack).intNumCard = 0 
          .udtStack(intStack).intFaceUp = 0 
        Next intStack 
        .intNumOnTable = 0 
        .intFaceUp = 0 
      End If 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
' End of PickUpCards 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub StackCards() 
' 
' Cards of the same value can be stacked together 
' Protocol:  Always stack to the left 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intTopCard As Integer, intTopCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intStack As Integer, intStack1 As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
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    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      If .blnHand Then GoTo NextPlayer 
Review: 
      For intStack = 1 To (intNumStack - 1) 
        intTopCard = .udtStack(intStack).intNumCard 
        If intTopCard <= 0 Then GoTo NextStack 
        intCard = .udtStack(intStack).intCard(intTopCard) 
        For intStack1 = (intStack + 1) To intNumStack 
          intTopCard1 = .udtStack(intStack1).intNumCard 
          If intTopCard1 <= 0 Then GoTo NextStack1 
          intCard1 = .udtStack(intStack1).intCard(intTopCard1) 
          If udtCard(intCard).intVal = udtCard(intCard1).intVal Then 
            With .udtStack(intStack) 
              .intNumCard = .intNumCard + 1 
              .intCard(.intNumCard) = intCard1 
              .intFaceUp = .intFaceUp + 1 
            End With 
            With .udtStack(intStack1) 
              .intCard(.intNumCard) = 0 
              .intNumCard = .intNumCard - 1 
              .intFaceUp = .intFaceUp - 1 
              If .intNumCard > 0 And .intFaceUp < 1 Then .intFaceUp = 1 
            End With 
            GoTo Review 
          End If 
NextStack1: 
        Next intStack1 
NextStack: 
      Next intStack 
      .intFaceUp = 0 
      For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
        .intFaceUp = .intFaceUp + .udtStack(intStack).intFaceUp 
      Next intStack 
NextPlayer: 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
' End of StackCards 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub FillHoles() 
' 
' Fill empty stacks 
' Protocol:  Always fill holes from the left, with cards taken from the right 
' Note the call to StackCards in the event of a successful fill 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intStack As Integer, intStack1 As Integer 
  Dim intFaceUp As Integer, intFaceDown As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      If .blnHand Then GoTo NextPlayer 
Review: 
      For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
        If .udtStack(intStack).intNumCard = 0 Then 
          For intStack1 = intNumStack To 2 Step -1 
            With .udtStack(intStack1) 
              intFaceUp = .intFaceUp 
              intFaceDown = .intNumCard - .intFaceUp 
            End With 
            If intFaceDown > 0 Then 
              For intCard = 1 To intFaceUp 
                intCard1 = intFaceDown + intCard 
                .udtStack(intStack).intCard(intCard) =  

.udtStack(intStack1).intCard(intCard1) 
                .udtStack(intStack1).intCard(intCard1) = 0 
              Next intCard 
              With .udtStack(intStack) 
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                .intNumCard = intFaceUp 
                .intFaceUp = intFaceUp 
              End With 
              With .udtStack(intStack1) 
                .intNumCard = intFaceDown 
                .intFaceUp = 1 
              End With 
              Call StackCards 
              GoTo Review 
            End If 
          Next intStack1 
        End If 
      Next intStack 
      .intFaceUp = 0 
      For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
        .intFaceUp = .intFaceUp + .udtStack(intStack).intFaceUp 
      Next intStack 
NextPlayer: 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
' End of FillHoles 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub InitPiles() 
' 
' Initialise discard piles 
' 
  Dim intPile As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer 
' 
  For intPile = 1 To intNumPile 
    With udtPile(intPile) 
      For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
        .intCard(intCard) = 0 
      Next intCard 
      .intNumCard = 0 
    End With 
  Next intPile 
' 
' End of InitPiles 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub ReportStats() 
' 
' Report statistics of a sequence of games 
' 
  Excel.Sheets("Results").Activate 
  Excel.Cells(2, 1) = "End time" 
  Excel.Cells(2, 2) = Time 
  Excel.Cells(3, 2) = "Wins" 
  Excel.Cells(3, 3) = "Slams" 
  Excel.Cells(4, 1) = "Player 1" 
  Excel.Cells(4, 2) = udtStats(1).intNumWin 
  Excel.Cells(4, 3) = udtStats(1).intNumSlam 
  Excel.Cells(5, 1) = "Player 2" 
  Excel.Cells(5, 2) = udtStats(2).intNumWin 
  Excel.Cells(5, 3) = udtStats(2).intNumSlam 
  Excel.Cells(6, 1) = "Neither" 
  Excel.Cells(6, 2) = udtStats(0).intNumWin 
  Excel.Cells(7, 1) = "Ave rounds" 
  Excel.Cells(7, 2) = udtStats(0).sngAveNumRound 
' 
' End of ReportStats 
' 
End Sub 
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Option Explicit 
' 
' Excel/VBA 2-agent implementation of the card game Slam 
' Play module 
' Roger Kingdon 2009 
' 
 
Sub PlayRound() 
' 
' The two players compete to place their cards on the two discard piles 
' The round finishes when one player is out of cards and a player calls "Slam" 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intPlayer2 As Integer 
  Dim intNumPlay(intNumPlayer) As Integer, intPlay As Integer 
  Dim sngTime(intNumPlayer) As Single, sngPlayTime As Single 
  Dim intStrat As Integer 
  Dim intWin As Integer, intLose As Integer 
  Dim intSmall As Integer, intBig As Integer 
  Dim intPile(intNumPile) As Integer 
' 
DrawAgain: 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    sngTime(intPlayer) = 0# 
  Next intPlayer 
  Call DrawStock 
' 
  Do Until blnSlam 
    Call PlayOptions 
    Call RunOptions 
    Call InitPlay 
    For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
      If udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption.intNumCard > 0 Then 
        intStrat = udtPlayer(intPlayer).intStrat 
        If intStrat = 1 Then 
          Call PickReact(intPlayer) 
          sngTime(intPlayer) = sngTime(intPlayer) + sngReactTime 
        ElseIf intStrat = 2 Then 
          Call PickPlan(intPlayer) 
          sngTime(intPlayer) = sngTime(intPlayer) + sngPlanTime 
        ElseIf intStrat = 3 Then 
          intPlayer2 = 1 
          If intPlayer = 1 Then intPlayer2 = 2 
          If udtPlayer(intPlayer2).udtOption.intNumCard = 0 Then 
            Call PickPlan(intPlayer) 
            sngTime(intPlayer) = 0# 
            sngTime(intPlayer2) = 0# 
          Else 
            Call PickReact(intPlayer) 
            sngTime(intPlayer) = sngTime(intPlayer) + sngReactTime 
          End If 
        Else 
          Stop 
        End If 
        intNumPlay(intPlayer) = udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtPlay.intNumCard 
      Else 
        intNumPlay(intPlayer) = 0 
      End If 
    Next intPlayer 
' 
    If intNumPlay(1) = 0 And intNumPlay(2) = 0 Then 
      GoTo DrawAgain 
    ElseIf intNumPlay(1) > 0 And intNumPlay(2) = 0 Then 
      intWin = 1 
    ElseIf intNumPlay(1) = 0 And intNumPlay(2) > 0 Then 
      intWin = 2 
    Else 
      If sngTime(1) < sngTime(2) Then 
        intWin = 1 
      ElseIf sngTime(1) > sngTime(2) Then 
        intWin = 2 
      Else 
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        intWin = Int(intNumPlayer * Rnd + 1) 
      End If 
    End If 
' 
    If blnBug Then 
      Call DebugLayout 
      Call DebugPile 
      Call DebugTree 
      Call DebugTime(sngTime()) 
    End If 
' 
    sngPlayTime = sngOnePlayTime 
    If intNumPlay(intWin) > 1 Then sngPlayTime = sngMultiPlayTime 
    For intPlay = 1 To intNumPlay(intWin) 
      Call PlayOne(intWin, intPlay) 
      sngTime(intWin) = sngTime(intWin) + sngPlayTime 
    Next intPlay 
    Call AdjustCards 
  Loop 
' 
' Slam conditions 
' 
  intSmall = 1 
  intBig = 2 
  If udtPile(1).intNumCard > udtPile(2).intNumCard Then 
    intSmall = 2 
    intBig = 1 
  End If 
' 
  If intWin < 1 Or intWin > 2 Then Stop 
  If intSmall <> udtPlayer(intWin).udtPlay.intPile Then 
    intWin = Int(intNumPlayer * Rnd + 1) 
  End If 
  udtStats(intWin).intNumSlam = udtStats(intWin).intNumSlam + 1 
' 
  intLose = 1 
  If intWin = 1 Then intLose = 2 
  intPile(intWin) = intSmall 
  intPile(intLose) = intBig 
' 
  Call EndRound(intPile()) 
' 
' End of PlayRound 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub DrawStock() 
' 
' Each player draws top card from stock and places it on own discard pile 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim intDrawn As Integer 
  Dim intRow As Integer 
' 
ReDraw: 
  intDrawn = 0 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtStock 
      If .intNumCard > 0 Then 
        Call PutOnPile(intPlayer, .intCard(1)) 
        Call TakeFromStock(intPlayer) 
        intDrawn = intDrawn + 1 
      End If 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
  If intDrawn = 0 Then 
    Excel.Sheets("Results").Activate 
    Excel.Cells(1, 1).Select 
    intRow = intResRow + 1 
    Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "Out of stock cards:  Restock from piles and continue" 
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    intResRow = intRow 
    Call ReStock 
    GoTo ReDraw 
  End If 
' 
' End of DrawStock 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub ReStock() 
' 
' Each player replenishes empty stock from own pile 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim intPile As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    intPile = intPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      With .udtStock 
        intCard1 = 0 
        For intCard = 1 To udtPile(intPile).intNumCard 
          intCard1 = intCard1 + 1 
          .intCard(intCard1) = udtPile(intPile).intCard(intCard) 
        Next intCard 
        .intNumCard = intCard1 
      End With 
      intCard1 = .intNumCard 
      For intCard = 1 To udtPile(intPile).intNumCard 
        intCard1 = intCard1 + 1 
        .intCard(intCard1) = udtPile(intPile).intCard(intCard) 
      Next intCard 
      .intNumCard = intCard1 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
  Call InitPiles 
' 
' End of ReStock 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub PlayOptions() 
' 
' Identify single card play options 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intCard As Integer 
  Dim intDraw As Integer, intPlay As Integer 
  Dim intPile As Integer, intStack As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption 
      .intNumCard = 0 
      For intCard = 1 To intMaxPlay 
        .intCard(intCard) = 0 
        .intPile(intCard) = 0 
      Next intCard 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      intPlay = 0 
      If .blnHand Then 
        For intCard = 1 To .udtHand.intNumCard 
          intDraw = .udtHand.intCard(intCard) 
          For intPile = 1 To intNumPile 
            If blnMatchPile(intDraw, intPile) Then 
              intPlay = intPlay + 1 
              .udtOption.intCard(intPlay) = intDraw 
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              .udtOption.intPile(intPlay) = intPile 
            End If 
          Next intPile 
        Next intCard 
      Else 
        For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
          intCard = .udtStack(intStack).intNumCard 
          If intCard > 0 Then 
            intDraw = .udtStack(intStack).intCard(intCard) 
            For intPile = 1 To intNumPile 
              If blnMatchPile(intDraw, intPile) Then 
                intPlay = intPlay + 1 
                .udtOption.intCard(intPlay) = intDraw 
                .udtOption.intPile(intPlay) = intPile 
              End If 
            Next intPile 
          End If 
        Next intStack 
      End If 
      .udtOption.intNumCard = intPlay 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
' End of PlayOptions 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub RunOptions() 
' 
' Identify multi card play options 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intPlay As Integer, intCard As Integer 
  Dim intBranch As Integer, intNumBranch As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption 
      For intPlay = 1 To intMaxPlay 
        .intNumBranch(intPlay) = 0 
        For intBranch = 1 To intMaxBranch 
          With .udtTree(intPlay, intBranch) 
            .intNumCard = 0 
            For intCard = 1 To intMaxTable 
              .intCard(intCard) = 0 
            Next intCard 
          End With 
        Next intBranch 
      Next intPlay 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption 
      For intPlay = 1 To .intNumCard 
        Call Tree(intPlayer, intPlay, intNumBranch) 
        .intNumBranch(intPlay) = intNumBranch 
        For intBranch = 1 To intNumBranch 
          With .udtTree(intPlay, intBranch) 
            .intNumCard = udtTree(intBranch).intNumCard 
            For intCard = 1 To udtTree(intBranch).intNumCard 
              .intCard(intCard) = udtTree(intBranch).intCard(intCard) 
            Next intCard 
          End With 
        Next intBranch 
      Next intPlay 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
' End of RunOptions 
' 
End Sub 
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Sub Tree(intPlayer As Integer, intPlay As Integer, intNumBranch As Integer) 
' 
' Derive the branches expressing possible card sequences following a nominated play 
' 
  Dim intBranch As Integer, intCard As Integer 
  Dim intCard1 As Integer, intCard2 As Integer 
  Dim intStack As Integer 
  Dim intNum As Integer, intEx As Integer 
  Dim blnBranch As Boolean 
' 
' Initialise 
' 
  udtSet.intNumCard = 0 
  For intCard = 1 To intMaxTable 
    udtSet.intCard(intCard) = 0 
    udtSet.intUnder(intCard) = 0 
    udtSet.blnCard(intCard) = False 
  Next intCard 
' 
  For intBranch = 1 To intMaxBranch 
    udtTree(intBranch).intNumCard = 0 
    For intCard = 1 To intMaxTable 
      udtTree(intBranch).intCard(intCard) = 0 
    Next intCard 
  Next intBranch 
' 
' Pick out the set of cards with which to play 
' 
  With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
    If .blnHand Then 
      With .udtHand 
        intNum = .intNumCard 
        For intCard = 1 To intNum 
          udtSet.intCard(intCard) = .intCard(intCard) 
        Next intCard 
      End With 
    Else 
      intNum = 0 
      For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
        With .udtStack(intStack) 
          If .intFaceUp > .intNumCard Then Stop 
          For intCard = (.intNumCard - .intFaceUp + 1) To .intNumCard 
            intNum = intNum + 1 
            udtSet.intCard(intNum) = .intCard(intCard) 
            If intCard < .intNumCard Then 
              udtSet.intUnder(intNum) = .intCard(intCard + 1) 
            End If 
          Next intCard 
        End With 
      Next intStack 
    End If 
  End With 
  udtSet.intNumCard = intNum 
' 
' Derive first branch 
' 
  intNumBranch = 1 
  intNum = 1 
  intCard1 = udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption.intCard(intPlay) 
  For intCard = 1 To udtSet.intNumCard 
    intCard2 = udtSet.intCard(intCard) 
    If intCard2 = intCard1 Then 
      udtSet.blnCard(intCard) = True 
      udtTree(intNumBranch).intCard(intNum) = intCard2 
      udtTree(intNumBranch).intNumCard = udtTree(intNumBranch).intNumCard + 1 
    End If 
  Next intCard 
  If udtTree(intNumBranch).intNumCard <> 1 Then Stop 
  Call Branch(intNumBranch, intNum, blnBranch) 
  If Not blnBranch Then GoTo DunBranchin 
' 
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' Derive new branch = last branch minus last node plus any new nodes 
' 
NextBranch: 
  intNumBranch = intNumBranch + 1 
  If intNumBranch > intMaxBranch Then Stop 
  For intCard = 1 To intNum 
    udtTree(intNumBranch).intCard(intCard) = udtTree(intNumBranch –  

1).intCard(intCard) 
  Next intCard 
' 
NextNode: 
  intEx = udtTree(intNumBranch).intCard(intNum) 
  For intCard = 1 To udtSet.intNumCard 
    If udtSet.intCard(intCard) = intEx Then udtSet.blnCard(intCard) = False 
  Next intCard 
  udtTree(intNumBranch).intCard(intNum) = 0 
  intNum = intNum - 1 
  If intNum < 1 Then Stop 
  udtTree(intNumBranch).intNumCard = intNum 
  Call Branch(intNumBranch, intNum, blnBranch) 
' 
' Loop back over each branch and each node 
' 
  If blnBranch Then GoTo NextBranch 
  If intNum > 1 Then 
    GoTo NextNode 
  ElseIf intNum = 1 Then 
    udtTree(intNumBranch).intCard(intNum) = 0 
    intNum = 0 
    udtTree(intNumBranch).intNumCard = intNum 
    intNumBranch = intNumBranch - 1 
  Else 
    Stop 
  End If 
' 
DunBranchin: 
' 
' End of Tree 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub Branch(intNumBranch As Integer, intNum As Integer, blnBranch As Boolean) 
' 
' Extend nominated branch at nominated node 
' 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer, intCard2 As Integer 
  Dim intBranch As Integer, intAbove As Integer 
' 
  intCard1 = udtTree(intNumBranch).intCard(intNum) 
  blnBranch = False 
' 
NextNode: 
  For intCard = 1 To udtSet.intNumCard 
    intCard2 = udtSet.intCard(intCard) 
' Skip if this is the first new card and it only follows an existing branch 
    If Not blnBranch Then 
      For intBranch = 1 To (intNumBranch - 1) 
        If intCard2 = udtTree(intBranch).intCard(intNum + 1) Then GoTo NextCard 
      Next intBranch 
    End If 
' Skip if card is under another card that has yet to be played 
    If udtSet.intUnder(intCard) > 0 Then 
      For intAbove = 1 To udtSet.intNumCard 
        If udtSet.intCard(intAbove) = udtSet.intUnder(intCard) Then 
          If Not udtSet.blnCard(intAbove) Then GoTo NextCard 
        End If 
      Next intAbove 
    End If 
' Skip if card has been played already 
    If udtSet.blnCard(intCard) Then GoTo NextCard 
' Skip if card cannot be played on the current end card 
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    If Not blnMatchCard(intCard1, intCard2) Then GoTo NextCard 
' Otherwise, play the card 
    intNum = intNum + 1 
    udtTree(intNumBranch).intCard(intNum) = intCard2 
    udtTree(intNumBranch).intNumCard = udtTree(intNumBranch).intNumCard + 1 
    udtSet.blnCard(intCard) = True 
    intCard1 = intCard2 
    blnBranch = True 
    GoTo NextNode 
NextCard: 
  Next intCard 
' 
' End of Branch 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub InitPlay() 
' 
' Initialise selected play option 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intCard As Integer 
' 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtPlay 
      .intNumCard = 0 
      .intPile = 0 
      For intCard = 1 To intMaxTable 
        .intCard(intCard) = 0 
      Next intCard 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
' End of InitPlay 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub PickReact(intPlayer As Integer) 
' 
' Reactive agent picks a single play option 
' Protocol:  Pick first available option 
' 
  Dim intCard As Integer 
' 
  With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
    If .udtOption.intNumCard > 0 Then 
      .udtPlay.intNumCard = 1 
      .udtPlay.intPile = .udtOption.intPile(1) 
      .udtPlay.intCard(1) = .udtOption.intCard(1) 
    End If 
  End With 
' 
' End of PickReact 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub PickPlan(intPlayer As Integer) 
' 
' Planning agent picks a single play option 
' Protocol:  Pick the longest run that can be seen to block the opponent 
' 
  Dim intPlay As Integer, intBranch As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer, intCard2 As Integer 
  Dim intLong As Integer, intPlayLong As Integer, intBranchLong As Integer 
  Dim intPlayer2 As Integer, intStack As Integer 
  Dim intNum As Integer, intMatch As Integer 
' 
  intLong = 0 
  intPlayLong = 0 
  intBranchLong = 0 
' 
  intPlayer2 = 1 
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  If intPlayer = 1 Then intPlayer2 = 2 
  If Not udtPlayer(intPlayer2).blnHand Then 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption 
      For intPlay = 1 To .intNumCard 
        For intBranch = 1 To .intNumBranch(intPlay) 
          With .udtTree(intPlay, intBranch) 
            intCard1 = .intCard(.intNumCard) 
            intMatch = 0 
            For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
              intNum = udtPlayer(intPlayer2).udtStack(intStack).intNumCard 
              If intNum > 0 Then 
                intCard2 = udtPlayer(intPlayer2).udtStack(intStack).intCard(intNum) 
                If blnMatchCard(intCard1, intCard2) Then intMatch = intMatch + 1 
              End If 
            Next intStack 
            If intMatch = 0 Then 
              If .intNumCard > intLong Then 
                intLong = .intNumCard 
                intPlayLong = intPlay 
                intBranchLong = intBranch 
              End If 
            End If 
          End With 
        Next intBranch 
      Next intPlay 
    End With 
  End If 
  If intLong > 0 Then GoTo WrapUp 
' 
  With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption 
    For intPlay = 1 To .intNumCard 
      For intBranch = 1 To .intNumBranch(intPlay) 
        With .udtTree(intPlay, intBranch) 
          If .intNumCard > intLong Then 
            intLong = .intNumCard 
            intPlayLong = intPlay 
            intBranchLong = intBranch 
          End If 
        End With 
      Next intBranch 
    Next intPlay 
  End With 
  If intLong = 0 Then Stop 
' 
WrapUp: 
  With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption 
    udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtPlay.intPile = .intPile(intPlayLong) 
    With .udtTree(intPlayLong, intBranchLong) 
      udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtPlay.intNumCard = .intNumCard 
      For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
        udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtPlay.intCard(intCard) = .intCard(intCard) 
      Next intCard 
    End With 
  End With 
' 
' End of PickPlan 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub PlayOne(intPlayer As Integer, intPlay As Integer) 
' 
' Specified player takes specified card from hand or stack and puts it on a pile 
' 
  Dim intDraw As Integer, intPile As Integer 
' 
  With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
    intDraw = .udtPlay.intCard(intPlay) 
    intPile = .udtPlay.intPile 
    Call PutOnPile(intPile, intDraw) 
    If .blnHand Then 
      Call TakeFromHand(intPlayer, intDraw) 
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    Else 
      Call TakeFromStack(intPlayer, intDraw) 
    End If 
  End With 
' 
' End of PlayOne 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub EndRound(intPile() As Integer) 
' 
' End of round, pick up cards 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intCard As Integer 
  Dim intNum As Integer 
' 
  intNum = 0 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      For intCard = 1 To udtPile(intPile(intPlayer)).intNumCard 
        .intNumCard = .intNumCard + 1 
        .intCard(.intNumCard) = udtPile(intPile(intPlayer)).intCard(intCard) 
      Next intCard 
      intNum = intNum + .intNumCard 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
' 
  If intNum <> intNumCard Then 
    Call DebugLayout 
    Call DebugPile 
    Stop 
  End If 
' 
  Call InitPiles 
  Call InitHolding 
  If blnBug Then Call ReportHolding 
' 
' End of EndRound 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub ReportHolding() 
' 
' Report the cards held by each player 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intRow As Integer, intCol As Integer 
' 
  Excel.Sheets("Results").Activate 
  intRow = intResRow + 1 
  Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = intNumRound 
  intRow = intRow + 1 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = intPlayer 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = .intNumCard 
      intCol = 3 
      For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
        intCard1 = .intCard(intCard) 
        Excel.Cells(intRow, intCol) = udtCard(intCard1).strName 
        intCol = intCol + 1 
      Next intCard 
      intRow = intRow + 1 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
  intResRow = intRow 
' 
' End of ReportHolding 
' 
End Sub 
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Option Explicit 
' 
' Excel/VBA 2-agent implementation of the card game Slam 
' Utility module 
' Roger Kingdon 2009 
' 
 
Function blnEndGame() As Boolean 
' 
' If either player has no cards then the game is over 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intRow As Integer 
  Dim blnTest As Boolean 
' 
  blnTest = False 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    If udtPlayer(intPlayer).intNumCard = 0 Then 
      blnTest = True 
      udtStats(intPlayer).intNumWin = udtStats(intPlayer).intNumWin + 1 
      Excel.Sheets("Results").Activate 
      intRow = intResRow + 1 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = intPlayer 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = "Out of cards" 
      intResRow = intRow 
    End If 
  Next intPlayer 
  blnEndGame = blnTest 
' 
' End of blnEndGame 
' 
End Function 
 
Function blnSlam() As Boolean 
' 
' Condition for terminating the round 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer 
  Dim blnTest As Boolean 
' 
  blnTest = False 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      If .intNumOnTable = 0 And .udtHand.intNumCard = 0 Then blnTest = True 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
  blnSlam = blnTest 
' 
' End of blnSlam 
' 
End Function 
 
Function blnMatchPile(intCard1 As Integer, intPile As Integer) As Boolean 
' 
' Returns true if nominated card can be placed on nominated pile 
' 
  Dim intTop As Integer, intCard2 As Integer 
' 
  intTop = udtPile(intPile).intNumCard 
  intCard2 = udtPile(intPile).intCard(intTop) 
  blnMatchPile = blnMatchCard(intCard1, intCard2) 
' 
' End of blnMatchPile 
' 
End Function 
 
Function blnMatchCard(intCard1 As Integer, intCard2 As Integer) As Boolean 
' 
' Returns true if nominated card 1 can be placed on nominated card 2 
' 
  Dim blnTest As Boolean 
  Dim intVal1 As Integer, intVal2 As Integer, intDiff As Integer 
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' 
  blnTest = False 
  intVal1 = udtCard(intCard1).intVal 
  intVal2 = udtCard(intCard2).intVal 
  If intVal1 > 0 And intVal2 > 0 Then 
    intDiff = Abs(intVal1 - intVal2) Mod (intNumInSuit - 2) 
    If intDiff = 1 Then blnTest = True 
  End If 
  blnMatchCard = blnTest 
' 
' End of blnMatchCard 
' 
End Function 
 
Sub PutOnPile(intPile As Integer, intCard As Integer) 
' 
' Put nominated card on top of nominated pile 
' 
  With udtPile(intPile) 
    .intNumCard = .intNumCard + 1 
    .intCard(.intNumCard) = intCard 
  End With 
' 
' End of PutOnPile 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub TakeFromStock(intPlayer As Integer) 
' 
' Remove top card from stock and adjust master list 
' 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer, intDraw As Integer 
' 
  With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
    With .udtStock 
      intDraw = .intCard(1) 
      For intCard = 1 To (.intNumCard - 1) 
        .intCard(intCard) = .intCard(intCard + 1) 
      Next intCard 
      .intCard(.intNumCard) = 0 
      .intNumCard = .intNumCard - 1 
    End With 
    For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
      If .intCard(intCard) = intDraw Then 
        For intCard1 = intCard To (.intNumCard - 1) 
          .intCard(intCard1) = .intCard(intCard1 + 1) 
        Next intCard1 
        .intCard(.intNumCard) = 0 
        .intNumCard = .intNumCard - 1 
      End If 
    Next intCard 
  End With 
' 
' End of TakeFromStock 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub TakeFromHand(intPlayer As Integer, intDraw As Integer) 
' 
' Remove nominated card from hand and adjust master list 
' 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
' 
  With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
    With .udtHand 
      For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
        If .intCard(intCard) = intDraw Then 
          For intCard1 = intCard To (.intNumCard - 1) 
            .intCard(intCard1) = .intCard(intCard1 + 1) 
          Next intCard1 
          .intCard(.intNumCard) = 0 
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          .intNumCard = .intNumCard - 1 
        End If 
      Next intCard 
    End With 
    For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
      If .intCard(intCard) = intDraw Then 
        For intCard1 = intCard To (.intNumCard - 1) 
          .intCard(intCard1) = .intCard(intCard1 + 1) 
        Next intCard1 
        .intCard(.intNumCard) = 0 
        .intNumCard = .intNumCard - 1 
      End If 
    Next intCard 
  End With 
' 
' End of TakeFromHand 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub TakeFromStack(intPlayer As Integer, intDraw As Integer) 
' 
' Remove nominated card from table and adjust master list 
' 
  Dim intStack As Integer, intFaceUp As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
' 
  With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
    For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
      intFaceUp = 0 
      With .udtStack(intStack) 
        If .intCard(.intNumCard) = intDraw Then 
          .intCard(.intNumCard) = 0 
          .intNumCard = .intNumCard - 1 
          .intFaceUp = .intFaceUp - 1 
          If .intNumCard > 0 And .intFaceUp < 1 Then .intFaceUp = 1 
        End If 
        intFaceUp = intFaceUp + .intFaceUp 
      End With 
    Next intStack 
    For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
      If .intCard(intCard) = intDraw Then 
        For intCard1 = intCard To (.intNumCard - 1) 
          .intCard(intCard1) = .intCard(intCard1 + 1) 
        Next intCard1 
        .intCard(.intNumCard) = 0 
        .intNumCard = .intNumCard - 1 
        .intNumOnTable = .intNumOnTable - 1 
      End If 
    Next intCard 
    .intFaceUp = intFaceUp 
  End With 
' 
' End of TakeFromStack 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub DebugLayout() 
' 
' Diagnostic display of stack layout 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intStack As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intRow As Integer, intCol As Integer 
' 
  Excel.Sheets("Debug").Activate 
  intRow = intBugRow + 1 
  Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "DebugLayout" 
  intRow = intRow + 1 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = .intNumOnTable 
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      Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = .intFaceUp 
      intRow = intRow + 1 
      For intStack = 1 To intNumStack 
        With .udtStack(intStack) 
          Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = .intNumCard 
          Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = .intFaceUp 
          intCol = 3 
          For intCard = 1 To intMaxStack 
            intCard1 = .intCard(intCard) 
            Excel.Cells(intRow, intCol) = udtCard(intCard1).strName 
            intCol = intCol + 1 
          Next intCard 
          intRow = intRow + 1 
        End With 
      Next intStack 
      With .udtStock 
        Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = .intNumCard 
        intCol = 3 
        For intCard = 1 To intNumCard 
          intCard1 = .intCard(intCard) 
          Excel.Cells(intRow, intCol) = udtCard(intCard1).strName 
          intCol = intCol + 1 
        Next intCard 
        intRow = intRow + 1 
      End With 
      With .udtHand 
        Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = .intNumCard 
        intCol = 3 
        For intCard = 1 To intNumStack 
          intCard1 = .intCard(intCard) 
          Excel.Cells(intRow, intCol) = udtCard(intCard1).strName 
          intCol = intCol + 1 
        Next intCard 
        intRow = intRow + 1 
      End With 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
  intBugRow = intRow 
' 
' End of DebugLayout 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub DebugPile() 
' 
' Diagnostic display of pile contents 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intPile As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intRow As Integer, intCol As Integer 
' 
  Excel.Sheets("Debug").Activate 
  intRow = intBugRow + 1 
  Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "DebugPile" 
  intRow = intRow + 1 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer) 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "Player" 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = intPlayer 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 3) = .intNumCard 
      intCol = 4 
      For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
        intCard1 = .intCard(intCard) 
        Excel.Cells(intRow, intCol) = udtCard(intCard1).strName 
        intCol = intCol + 1 
      Next intCard 
      intRow = intRow + 1 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
  For intPile = 1 To intNumPile 
    With udtPile(intPile) 
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      Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "Pile" 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = intPile 
      Excel.Cells(intRow, 3) = .intNumCard 
      intCol = 4 
      For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
        intCard1 = .intCard(intCard) 
        Excel.Cells(intRow, intCol) = udtCard(intCard1).strName 
        intCol = intCol + 1 
      Next intCard 
      intRow = intRow + 1 
    End With 
  Next intPile 
  intBugRow = intRow 
' 
' End of DebugPile 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub DebugTree() 
' 
' Diagnostic display of tree contents 
' 
  Dim intPlayer As Integer, intPlay As Integer, intBranch As Integer 
  Dim intCard As Integer, intCard1 As Integer 
  Dim intRow As Integer, intCol As Integer 
' 
  Excel.Sheets("Debug").Activate 
  intRow = intBugRow + 1 
  Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "DebugTree" 
  intRow = intRow + 1 
  For intPlayer = 1 To intNumPlayer 
    With udtPlayer(intPlayer).udtOption 
      For intPlay = 1 To .intNumCard 
        For intBranch = 1 To .intNumBranch(intPlay) 
          Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = intPlayer 
          Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = intPlay 
          intCol = 3 
          With .udtTree(intPlay, intBranch) 
            For intCard = 1 To .intNumCard 
              intCard1 = .intCard(intCard) 
              Excel.Cells(intRow, intCol) = udtCard(intCard1).strName 
              intCol = intCol + 1 
            Next intCard 
          End With 
          intRow = intRow + 1 
        Next intBranch 
      Next intPlay 
    End With 
  Next intPlayer 
  intBugRow = intRow 
' 
' End of DebugTree 
' 
End Sub 
 
Sub DebugTime(sngTime() As Single) 
' 
' Diagnostic display of player times 
' 
  Dim intRow As Integer 
' 
  Excel.Sheets("Debug").Activate 
  intRow = intBugRow + 1 
  Excel.Cells(intRow, 1) = "DebugTime" 
  Excel.Cells(intRow, 2) = sngTime(1) 
  Excel.Cells(intRow, 3) = sngTime(2) 
  intBugRow = intRow + 1 
' 
' End of DebugTime 
' 
End Sub 


